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Solar activity variations of the Venus

thermosphere/ionosphere
J. L. FoxI and K. Y. Sung
Institute for Terrestrialand PlanetaryAtmospheres,
State Universityof New York at Stony
Brook, New York, USA

Abstract. We presentmodelsof the low and high solaractivity thermospheres
and ionospheres
of Venusfor a backgroundatmosphere
basedlargelyon the VTS3
modelof Hedinet al. [1983].Our background
modelconsists
of 12 neutralspecies,
and we compute the density profiles of 13 ions and 7 minor neutrals. We find that

thepeakproduction
ratesofsome
ions,suchasCO•
+ andN•+, varyapproximately
as
the solarflux and that some,whoseparentneutralsare photochemically
produced,
suchas O+, N+ , and C+, showvariationsthat are amplifiedoverthat of the solar

flux. The solarcyclevariationof the O•+ densityat its peakis abouta factorof 1.6,
in good agreementwith the radio occultationmeasurementsand previousmodels.

The peakdensityof N•+ variesby a factorof • 2, but that of CO+ variesby a
larger factor becausethe mixing ratio of CO is also correlatedwith solar activity.

The atomicionsO+, N+, and C+, whichpeak at high altitudes,exhibitlarger
density enhancementsat high solar activity of factors of 5-18. Thus there is a solar
cyclevariation in the overallcompositionof the ionosphere,with a relatively larger
proportion of atomic ions at high solar activity. In both measurementsand models
the solar activity variation of the electron density profile is altitude-dependent,
with variationsof only -•60% near the peak but up to an order of magnitudenear
300 km. The high solar activity electrondensityprofile exhibits an F2 "shoulder,"
which is rarely seenin the radio occultation data and may indicate that the VTS3
atomic O mixing ratios are too large at high solar activity. We also discussthe solar

activityvariations
of N, NO, C, O(1D),andO(1S).
1.

Introduction

example, the introduction in the paper by I(lior½ and

Luhmann[1991]). The ionosphere
that resultsfrom soThe atmosphereof Venusis composedmainly of COp. lar photoionizationand photoelectronimpact ionization
and N2; the thermospherealsoexhibitssignificantden- has been modeled by many investigatorsover the last
sitiesof the photolysisproductsO, CO, C, and N, the 23 years [e.g., Chen and Nagy, 1978; Nagy et al., 1980;
photochemicallyproducedspecies02 and NO, and the Cravens ½! al., 1981; Fox and Dalgarno, 1981; Fox and
light speciesH2, H, and He. In the lowerthermosphere, Victor, 1981; Fox, 1982a, 1982b; Kim ½t al., 1989; Fox
CO2 is the major constituent, but O becomesmore imand t(liore, 1997]. The in situ and remote-sensing
meaportant abovealtitudes of 150-160 km. The major dif- surements made by instruments on the Pioneer Venus
ferencebetween the thermospheresof Mars and Venus
(PV) spacecraft,which orbited the planet from 1978
is the greaterabundanceof O and CO on Venus,pre- to 1992, have provided the most detailed description
sumably owing to its closerproximity to the Sun. In of the Venusthermosphere/ionosphere
at high solaracaddition, Ar is much less abundant on Venus than on

tivity. Comparable in situ measurements at low solar
activity are lacking, sinceperiapsisof the PV spacecraft
The electron density profile in the Venusionosphere was outside the ionosphereduring solar minimum periwasfirst measuredby the radio occultationexperiment ods. Measurements were carried out, however, by the
Earth

or Mars.

on Mariner 5 [t(lior½et al., 1967]and by many sub- PV Orbiter Radio Occultation(ORO)experiment [e.g,
sequentspacecraftoverthe period 1974-1992(see,for Klior½et al., 1979]at all phasesof the solarcycleduring the nearly 14-year life of the spacecraft. For a brief
•Also at Department of Physics,Wright State University,
Dayton, Ohio, USA.

periodof moderatelylow solaractivity (F•0.7•120) in

Paper number 2001JA000069.

1992, the PV spacecraft carried out in situ measurements, which were mostly in the predawn sector, as it
reentered the atmosphere.
A summary of models of the Venus ionospherebefore

0148-0227
/ 01/ 2001JA000069$09.00

1983 has been presentedby Nagy et al. [1983]. Nagy

Copyright 2001 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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et al. [1980]modeledthe densityprofilesof sevenions
including both chemistry and transport and of three
additional ions that were assumedto be in photochemical equilibrium. They compared their profiles to the in
situ measurements of the PV Orbiter Ion Mass Spec-

OF THE VENUS

IONOSPHERE

Many rate coefficientsfor relevantion-molecule,neutral-neutral, and dissociativerecombinationreactions
have been revised in the 10-15 years since most of the
models of the ionosphereof Venus were constructed.

Usingupdatedvaluesfor the chemicalrate coefficients
trometer (OIMS) [e.g., Taylor et al., 1980]. The day- and crosssectionsfor photon and electroninteractions
sidepeakdensities
of 02+ measured
by the OIMSwere with the backgroundatmosphere,we model here the
near 170 km, ..•30 km higher than the radio occulta- densityprofilesof 13 ionsand 7 minor neutral species,
tion measurements indicated, and are probably anom- with an emphasison their variationswith solar activalous. Nevertheless,the other ion density profilesmod- ity. A preliminaryversionof this modelwaspresented
eled by Nagy et al. [1980] showedgood agreement, briefly by Fox and Kliore [1997]. We comparethe reexceptfor the mass-28
ions(CO+ and N2+),N+, and suitsto previousmodelsand to the availablein situ and
C+. These discrepancies
were mostly resolvedby Foz radio occultation data.
[1982a],who showedthat the chemistryof metastable

species
O+(2D), O+(2P), N(2D), andN(2P)is impor- 2. The Model
tant in the production
of N+, CO+, and N2
+. Foz
Densityprofilesfor CO2, N2, O, CO, N, and He and
[1982b]also showedthat the C+ profilecouldbe reproduced when photoionization of ambient C was taken
into

account.

the neutral temperature profileswere taken from the
VTS3 model of Hedin et al. [1983],whichis basedon

Cravenset al. [1981]modeledthe ionospherebelow measurements of the PV Orbiter Neutral Mass Spec170 km as a function of solar zenith angle and for various assumptions about the electron temperature and
the underlying neutral atmosphere. They compared
their model electron density profiles with those measured by the PV ORO profiles during the first three
seasons,in which the average values of F•0.7 were in
the range 175-215. The peak densitiesfrom both the
high solar activity PV measurementsand the Venera

trometer(ONMS) [e.g.,Niemannet al., 1980],normalizedto the Orbiter AtmosphericDrag (OAD) data
[e.g., Keatinget al., 1980]. An 02 mixingratio of

3 X 10-3 wasadopted,
asinferredby Paxton[1985]from
the atomic carbon density profiles derived from the in-

tensitiesof the C I 1657-and 1561-• airglowfeatures
measured by the PV Orbiter Ultraviolet Spectrometer

(OUVS) [e.g., Stewart et al., 1979]. Eddy diffusion
coefficients
of 9 x 10•2/nø'5 cm2s-• at highsolarac9 and 10 radio occultation profiles [e.g., A leksandrov
et al., 1976],whichwereobtainedin 1975at low solar tivity and 7 x 10•2/nø'5 cm2s-• at lowsolaractivity,
where n is the total number density, were determined
by one-dimensional fits to the VTS3 N2 profiles and
the solar zenith angle dependenceof the peak electron used to construct the density profiles of 02, H, H2,
density was well reproduced by Chapman theory and by At, NO, N, and C. The eddy diffusion coefficient in
their models. In contrast to Chapman theory, however, a one-dimensionalmodel representsa combinationof
which predicts that the electron density peak rises as mixing due to large-scalewinds and small-scaleturbuactivity, were also compared to those computed from

Chapmantheory [Chapman,1931]. They showedthat

the solarzenith angle (SZA) increases,
the altitude of lence. One might expect the eddy diffusioncoefficient
the measured peak was shown to remain near 140 km to be larger at high solar activity than at low because
from 0ø to 700 SZA at high solar activity. This was
explainedas being due to the Collapseof the neutral atmosphere, which compensatesfor the increasein path
length as the solar zenith anglebecomeslarger. Cravens
et al. also noted the occurrenceof a ledge in the electron density profile near 125 km, which they attributed
to the absorption of soft X rays.

the larger solar EUV fluxes at high solar activity lead
to stronger thermosphericwinds. Our derived values
are, however, empirical and not based on any assumptions about the cause of the increase. The eddy diffusion coefficient

derived

from the PV

Bus Neutral

Mass

Spectrometer measurementswas within a factor of 2 of

1.4x1013/nl/2[vonZahnetal.,1980]andistherefore
in

Kim et al. [1989] computeddensityprofilesof six acceptableagreementwith our high solaractivity value.

ionsbelow180km,including
O2
+, O+ CO2
+ NO+ H+

There is a large range in the measuredvaluesfor the
and CO+ , for low and high solaractivity photochemical mixing ratios for the isotopesof Ar in the atmosphere
equilibrium models, and they comparedtheir resultsto of Venus. The total mixingratio of 36At q- 38At +
averagesof 16 PV ORO profilesduring solarmaximum 4øAtwasmeasured
by severalinstruments
on Ameriand 11 ORO profilesduring solar minimum. Knudsen can and Soviet spacecraft. Values from 40 to 200 ppm
[1992]reviewedthe structure,energetics,
and solarcy- were recorded,and the VenusInternationalReference
cle variability of the daysideand nightsideionospheres. Atmosphererecommendeda mixing ratio of 704-25 ppm
based on measurementsfrom the first 12 years of the Pi- [von Zahn and Moroz, 1985]. Von Zahn et al. [1983]
oneerVenusspacecraft.Dalgarnoand Foz [1994]have have argued that the gas chromatographicmeasurepresenteda comprehensivereview of ion chemistry in ments are more reliable than the mass spectrometer
planetaryatmospheres
(includingthat of Venus)and measurements,since they are less subject to pumping
astrophysical environments.

problems and impurity leaks. We have chosena value
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of 60 ppm for total At, and we assumedthat ~55% is in
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considerable structure, and the variability in the short-

theformof 4øAt[vonZahnet al., 1983].Thusthe4øAt wavelength solar lines can reach factors of ~ 100. In the
mixing ratio at the bottom boundary was assumedto

harder X-ray region the variations are larger, reaching

be 33 ppm. Sincethe 4øAtmixingratiois sosmall,the

factors of 103-- 105 for solar flares. Here we have some-

effectsof the error associatedwith this assumptionand what arbitrarily assumed that the fluxes shortward of
of the neglectof the other isotopesof Ar are insignifi- 18• are a factorof 10 smallerat lowsolaractivitythan
cant for our model.
at high solar activity. This assumptionmay be an unThe solar maximum H density profiles were con- derestimate, and indeed, the actual variability may be
structed by varying the bottom boundary condition so due to the presenceor absenceof solar flares, but these
that the densitiesin the 160- to 180-km regionrepro- short X rays only affect the ion densitiesbelow 100 km,
ducedthosederivedby Taylor et al. [1984] [seealso where they are small, and the odd nitrogen densitiesin
Brinton et al., 1980]from simultaneous
measurements that altitude range. We have included photoionization,
of H+, O+, and O. Because
the escaperatesfor H are photodissociation
(for molecules),and electronimpact
larger at high solar activity, the H densitiesare anticor- excitation,ionization,and dissociation
(for molecules)
relatedwith solarflux [e.g.,Hartle et al., 1996;Donahue of CO2, At, N2, O, CO, 02, NO, N, C, H, H2, and He.
The ion and electron temperatures were adopted from
et al., 1997; Grebowskyet al., 1995]. Using the same
methodin the predawnbulgeregionduringthe teentry PV measurements
at high solaractivity [e.g., Knudsen
periodof the PV spacecraft,
Grebowsky
et al. [1995] et al., 1979; Cravenset al., 1980],and the electrontemshowedthat the H densitieswerelarger by a factor of perature in the low solar activity model was assumedto
~ 6 at moderately low solar activity. We have assumed be the same as that at high solar activity. The electron
that the H densities are ~ 6 x 105cm -3 near 160 km

in the low solar activity model and ~ 1 x 105cm-3 in

the high solaractivity model. The H2 mixingratio of

1 x 10-7 at thebottomboundary
wasadopted
fromthe
modelof Yungand DeMote [1982].
The lower boundary of both models was assumedto

temperatures are not expected to vary much with solar
activity, becauseboth the production mechanismfor energetic electrons,photoionization,and the major energy
loss process,collisions with ambient ions, increase with

solaractivity [e.g., Nagy and Cravens,1997]. Brace et
al. [1987] showedthat in the 300-400 km region in

be at 90 km, and the upperboundaryof the highsolar the terrestrial ionosphere, Te exhibited a weak variaactivity model was assumedto be at 400 km. Because tion with F•0.7, increasingby ~ 3 K/F10.7 unit for the
the ionopauseat solar minimum is observedto be lower

400-500 latitude range, although at latitudes below 10ø

than that of the high solar activity model, usually be-

the variation was ~ 7 K/F10.7 unit. Electrontempera-

tween200and300km [e.g.,KlioreandLuhmann,1991], ture profiles on the Earth are not strictly comparable to
the upper boundaryof the low solaractivity modelwas those on Venus. On the unmagnetized planets, Venus
taken to be 320 km.

For the VTS3 model, F•0.7 was assumed to be 80

at low solar activity and 200 at high solar activity, at
equatoriallatitudes, and 1600hourslocal time; the solar zenith angle was therefore60ø. Figures la and lb
showthe backgroundmodel atmospheresfor 10 of the
12 speciesfor low and high solaractivities,respectively.
The densityprofilesof NO and C werecomputedselfconsistentlyin the model and will be presentedin section 5.2. Although N densityprofilesare givenby the
VTS3 model of Lredinet al. [1983],we also compute
thosedensitiesand comparethem to the VTS3 values.

The solarfluxeslongwardof 18 • weretakenfrom
the SC•21REFW and F79050NspectraofH. Hinteregget (privatecommunication,
1979)[seealsoTort et al.,
1979],for low and high solaractivities,respectively.In
thesespectrathe continuum
fluxesaregivenat 1-• res-

and Mars, a heat source at the upper boundary of the
models is required to reproduce the measured

profiles[e.g., Johnson,1978; Cravenset al., 1980;Nagy
et al., 1983; Na9y and Cravens, 1997; Brace and Kliore,

A study by Elphic et al. [1984]indicatedthat electron temperatures below 200 km in the daytime Venus
ionosphere were not correlated with the 27-day varia-

tion in the solarfluxes. Theis and Br•ce [1993]showed
that the nighttime electron temperatures above 170
km obtained by the PV Orbiter Electron Temperature

Probe(OETP)[e.g., Braceet al., 1980]duringthe teentry period of the spacecraft,when the solar activity was

moderatelylow'(F•0.ym120),wereslightlyhigherthan
those at high solar activity. The increaseis consistent
with

the inverse

correlation

between

electron

densities

and temperatures that has been reported by Knudsen

• '
alia *•- •,,uxesin the .....
muhon,
•ne
solarlinesare given et al. r•]
Dobc c• • [19•]
as integratedfluxesat the individual wavelengths.For [lgg4]. •ce
•d •he• [lggs] pzesentedd•t• fzom
wavelengths
in the 0.5-18 • rangethe highsolarac- hi•-•]titude me•suzements of t•e PV OE•P duzin•
tivity fluxesin 1-• binsweretakenfrom the modelof the zeentry period of the

Ayres[1997,and privatecommunication,
1997]. Solar •e w•s eithez unchanged oz s]i•h•]y hi•hez •t modezactivity variationsincreasewith decreasingwavelength ately low solar activity compared to solar maximum.

below~ 2000•, wheretheyarein the 10-20%range, This result contradicted the suggestionof Kliore and
to factorsof 2-4 in the 500-1500• region.At shorter Mullen [1989]that a 25% increasein T• wasrequiredto
wavelengths the variation in the solar fluxes exhibits

reproduce the solar cycle variation of the electron den-
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Figure 2. Altitudeprofilesfor theneutral(T•), ion(T/), andelectron(%) temperatures
adopted
in the model. The solidcurvesare the high solaractivity values,and the dashedcurvesare the low
solar activity values.The electrontemperatureswere assumedto be the samefor both models.
sity peak. We find here no need to vary T, to reproduce
acceptably the values of the electron density peaks at
high and low solar activities. It should, however, be
noted 'that the altitude and magnitude of the electron
density peak are strongly affectedif the T, profile is assumed to diverge from the neutral temperature profile
at or below the peak in the ion production rates.
Since there are no measurements of T/ at solar mini-

mum, the low solar activity ion temperatures were as-

sumedto be only slightly smaller than thoseat high solar activity, and the differencewas arbitrarily assumed
to be equal to the differencebetween the low and high
solar activity neutral temperatures. Because the ion
temperatures are much larger than the neutral temperatures, the resulting fractional changein the ion temperatures is small at high altitudes. The neutral, ion,
and electron temperature profilesadopted in the models for low and high solar activities are shownin Figure
2.

The crosssectionsfor photoabsorption,photoioniza-

tion, and (for molecules)photodissociation
are similar
to those we have used in our previous models. Only the
major changesare described here. We have extended
all the crosssectionsfrom the shortest wavelengthmea-

suredto 0.5 ./kusingthephotoabsorption
crosssections
for atomspresentedby Vernerand Yakovlev[1995]and
Verner et al. [1996]. The molecularcrosssectionsat
these short wavelengthsare assumedto be the sum of
the cross sections for the constituent atoms. The CO•

c•oss sections fo• photoabsorption in the wavelength

range900-1200•k weretakenfrom Chanel al. [1993a]
(also C. Brion, Web site: ftp://chem.ubc.ca/pub/cooper), and photoabsorption,photoionization,and pho-

todissociation
crosssectionsin the range490-900 ./k
were taken from Shaw et al. [1995]. In the regionlongward of 1200]k we adoptedthe photoabsorption
cross
sectionsof Lewisand Carver[1983](alsoB. Lewis,private communication,1994) for a temperatureof 200
K. The N2 cross sections are taken from Chanet al.,

3.

Cross

Sections

and

Rate

Coefficients

[1993b] (also, C. Brion, Web site given above); we
adoptedthe low-resolution
crosssections
up to 541 ]k

The electron impact crosssectionsare similar to those and the high-resolution crosssectionslongward of that
used in our previous models of planetary atmospheres wavelength. The O2 photoabsorption cross sections

[see,e.g., Fox, 1993; Fox et al., 1996; Kim and Fox, are from Chan et al. [1993c](also, C. E. Brion, Web
1994; Perry et al., 1999, and referencestherein]. Our sitegivenabove)to 413./k.For absorption
in the O2
complete compilation of electron impact crosssections Schumann Runge bands the high-resolution crosssec-

hasbeenpresentedrecenfiyby Sungand Foz [2000]and
will be submittedfor publicationsoon(K. Y. Sungand
J. L. Fox, manuscriptin preparation,2001).

tions from the Centerfor Astrophysics
Web site (cfawww.harvard.edu/amdata/ampdata/cfamols.htm)
[see

also,Yoshino
et al., 1992]wereaveraged
over1-./kinter-

21,310
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vals in the continuum. The atomic O photoabsorption coefficientsand only applies to ion temperaturesbecross sectionswere adopted from Samson and Pareek low ,-, 4000 K. The fit becomesincreasinglyinaccurate

[1985]and AngelandSamson[1988].The He photoab-

above

4000

K.

The rate coefficient
for the reactionof N(4S) with

sorption crosssectionswere taken from Samsonet al.

[1994]. For H2 the high-resolution
crosssectionscon- CO2,
structed by Kim and Fo•: [1994]were adoptedfor the
N + CO2 -+ NO + CO,
solarlinesandwereaveraged
over1-• intervals
for the (R80)
solar continuum. For atomic nitrogen from threshold
to 31 ]i the photoabsorption
crosssections
of Samson hasbeenmeasuredseveraltimeswith widely varyingreand Angel [1990]were adopted,with the structurein suits. Brown and Winklet[1970]and Herron and Huie

[1968]reportedupperlimitsof • 1.7x 10-•6 cmas- •.

the 610-700/1.regionaveraged
out.
The rate coefficientsfor ion-molecule,neutral-neutral,
and dissociative recombination

reactions have been ex-

tensivelyrevisedoverthe last decade,and completelists
are givenin Tables1, 2, and 3, respectively.In Tables
1-3, the originalsourcesare cited,exceptwhenan averagedvaluefrom an evaluatedcompilationsuchas that

Rawlins and Kaufman [1976],however,placedthe upper limit at room temperature considerably lower, at

10-•gcmas-•.

œindackers
et al. [1990]measureda

temperature-dependent rate coefficientfor the temper-

aturerange2510-3510K of 1.4x 10-•2 exp(-ll14/T).
If this rate coefficientis extrapolated to room temper-

of Herron[1999]or Anicich[1993]isadopted.Thelatter ature, a relativelylarge valueof 3.4 x 10-•4 cmas-•
compilationhas also been usedas a guidewhenthere is obtained. More recently, however, Fernandez et al.
from
are multiplemeasuredvaluesof an ion-molecule
rate co- [1998]obtainedupperlimits to the rate coefficient

efficient. The transition probabilitiesfor radiative loss 285 to 1142 K; they reported a value at the fornter temperatureof 1.1x 10- •7cmas-•. Forourstandardmodel
processes
are listed in Table 4.
we
adopta rate coefficient
of 1.7 x 10-•6 cmas-• and
The nearly thermoneutral reaction
then test the sensitivity of the model to this rate coef-

(R41)

O+ + H --• H+ + O

ficientby reducingit by a factorof 10a.
The rate coefficientfor (R82),

deserves
specialmention. While (R41)is exothermic,
and the rate coefficientrecommended
by Anicich[1993] (R82)
has been adopted, the reversereaction

(R67)

N + NO --+N2 + O,

in various temperature regimes has been the subject
of several studies for a number of years. Lee et al.

H+ + O --• O+ + H

is endothermic

for O atoms in the lowest J - 2 fine
[1978]measureda temperature-independent
rate coefstructurelevel,nearlythermoneutralfor the J = 1 level, ficient for the temperature range 200-400 K of 3.4 x
and exothermicfor the highestJ = 0 level. The pop- 10- t tcm 3s- • which has been recommendedby the
ulations of the fine structure levels is assumed to be Jet Propulsion
Laboratory(JPL) evaluation[DeMoteet
determinedby the neutral temperature,and we have al., 1992, 1994]. At high temperatures,other measureadopteda rate coefficientfor the reversereaction,k67, ments have shown positive temperature dependences
of
[Michael and Lira, 1992; Davidsonand Hanson, 1990;
Clyne and McDermid, 1975]. Modelsof the terrestrial

kf
8[exp(-232.1/T/)
+0.6
exp(-228/Tn)
Z9
+0.2exp(-326/Tn)],

(1)

thermospherehave also shown better agreementof NO
densitiesif the rate coefficientis larger at temperatures

that exceed300 K [Siskindand Rusch,1992]. From
modelsof the Martian lowerthermosphere,Fox [1994]
wherekf is the rate coefficient
for the forwardreaction suggestedthat the rate coefficientmay have a small
(R41) and Z is the partition functionfor the O fine
structure levels, which is given by

Z ----1 + 0.6exp(-228/T,•) + 0.2exp(-326/Tn). (2)

positive temperature dependencealso at temperatures
lowerthan 300 K. Quasi-classical
trajectory calculations
of the rate coefficientby Duff and$harma[1996]did not
bear out either the terrestrial

or Martian

model studies

The factor of 8/9 in (1) is the ratio of the electronic but showedexcellent agreementwith the JPL recomdegeneracies
(2L + 1)(2S + 1) of the productsdivided mended rate at room temperature. We have therefore
valueof Leeet al. [1978]
by thoseof the reactants[cf. BanksandKockarts,1973]. adoptedthe JPL recommended
The rate coefficientfor the chargetransfer reaction,

(R47)

for this study, but we do not considerthis issueto be
completely resolvedyet.

O+ (2D) + N2-+ N2
+ + O,

has been recently estimated for temperatures above
,-•600 K and found to have a positive temperature de-

pendenceby Liet

al. [1997b]. The value given in

Table 1 is our one-parameter fit to the measured rate

4.

Production

Rates

Figure3 shows
theionproduction
ratesforCO2
+, N2
+,
CO+, O+(4•), O+(2D),O+(27), NO+' C+, N+, Ot '
H+, and He+ from photoionizationand photoelectron
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Reaction Rate Coefficients a

Reaction

co++ o
co
+
CO2++O • CO2+O+
CO2++02 • CO2+O2
+

Rate Coefficient,cm3s-1
1.64x10 -1ø
9.60x10 -11

CO++O
-•CO+O
+
CO++ NO• CO + NO +

CO++O2-•O2 ++CO

1.50x10-1ø(300/Ti)1'1

CO++C02 •CO2 ++CO

02++ N -• NO+ + O
02++N(2D) -• NO++ O
02++N(2D) -->N++ 02

1.10xlO
7.50x10
7.50x10
4.00xlO
8.20x10
1.00xlO
1.80xlO
8.65x10

-9
-1ø
-1ø
-1ø
-11
-1ø
-1ø
-11

02++NO
02++ C
02++C
02++N2
N2++N

4.50x10
5.00X10
5.00xlO
1.00xlO
1.00xlO

-1ø
-11
-11
-15
-11

CO2
++ NO• NO++ CO2
CO2++N •NO +CO +
CO2++N(2D)--+N++ CO2
c0•++ n• -• nco•++ H
CO2++H -•HCO + +O
CO2
++H -•H ++CO2

(Rll)
(R12a)
(R12b)
(R13)
(R14)
(R15)
(R16a)
(R16b)

Fehsenfeldet al. [1970]

5.50x10-11(300/Ti)ø'82 Anicich[1993]
Tii 1500 K
Ferguson
et al. [1992]
b
1.50x10-1,1(Ti/1500)
ø'7s
T•_>•S00 K
1.23x10 -1ø
3.40x10-! ø
2.00x10 -1ø
8.70x10 -1ø
4.46x 10 -lo
2.35x10 -11
!.40x10 -1ø
4.20x10 -lo

(R3)
(R4)
(R•)
(R6)
(R7a)
(a7b)
(R8)
(R9)
(R10)

References

Anicich[1993]
Scottet al. [1998]
estimated,seeFox [1982a]
Scottet al. [1997]
Scottet al. [1997]
Fehsenfeldand Ferguson[1972]
Anicich[1993]
Anicich[1993],

Miller et al. [1984b]
b

(R17)
(R18a)
(R18b)
(R19)
(R20)
(R21)
(R22)
(R23)

CO++ H2--> HCO + + H
CO++ H2--> HOC + + H
CO ++H
-+H ++CO
CO ++ N • NO ++ C

•NO ++O2
-• CO++ O
• C++ 02
-• NO++NO
-• N++ N2

N2
++ CO2-• N2+ CO2
+
N2++CO -• N2+ CO+
N2++O2 -•2+O2 +

Anicich[1993]
Scottet al. [1997]

Scottet al. [1997]
Scottet al. [1998]
Scottet al. [1998]
Goldanet al. [1966],
reverseof (R31b)
O'Keefeet al. [1986]
Midey and Viggiano[1999]
Prasadand Huntress[1980],estimate

Ferguson[1973]
Ferguson[1973]
9.0Qx10-1ø(300/Ti)
0'2a Dotan et al. [2000]
7.60x10 -11
Frost et al. [!998]
5.10x1,0-11(300/r•)1'16 Scottet al. [1999],

Dotanet al. [1997]
b

for T•_<1000 K

1.26x 10-!1 (Ti/1000)0'67
for 1000 < T• <_2000K

2.3•1o -5

forTi> 2000K
(R24a)

N2
++ O

-->NO+ + N(2D)

1.33x 10-iø(300/Ti)0'44 Scottet ai. [1999]c,
for T•<1500 K
McFarlandet al. [1974]
b
6.55x 10-11(1500/Ti)-ø'2

(R24b)

N2++O

• O++ N2

7.00x10-12(300/Ti)0'23

for T•>_1500 K

forTi<_1500
K
4.83x •0-•2 (•500/T•)-ø.4•
for T4>_1500K

(R25)
(R26)

N2++NO • N2+ NO+
N2++Ar -• Ar++ N2

3.60x10 -lo

1.10x 10-11e-2ø89/2q

Scottet al. [1999]
reverseof (R71)
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Table 1. (continued)
Reaction

(R27)
(R28a)
(R28b)
(R29a)
(R29b)
(R30a)
(R30b)
(R30c)
(R31a)

Rate Coefficient,cm3s-•

Reaction

No.

N2
+q-H2 -->N2H+ + H
N++ CO2 -• CO++ NO

N++ C02 -• N + CO2
+
N++NO

-•N+NO

+

N++NO -•N2++O
N ++ CO
N++ CO
N++ CO

-•NO ++C
-• CO++N
-• C++NO

N++ 02 -• 02++N(4S)

1.52x10 -9
2.02x10 -•ø
9.18x10 -•ø

N++ 02 -• 02++N(2D)

Uiterwaalet al. [1995]
Anicich[1993]

4.72x10-•ø(300/Ti)ø'24 Anicich[1993],
8.33x 10-• (300/Ti)ø'24 Faheyet al. [1981a]
b
6.16x 10-• (300/Ti)ø'5 Anicich[1993],
4.93x 10-•ø(300/Ti)ø'•
Miller et al. [1984b]
b
5.60x10-•2(300/Ti)ø'•
2.02x10-•ø(300/Ti)
-ø'4• total rate coefficient
for Ti _<1000K
3.49x10-•ø
for Ti _>1000K

(R31b)

References

from Dotan et al. [1997]and
branchingratiosfrom
O'Keefeet al. [1986]

8.65x 10-ll (300/Ti)-ø'45
for Ti _<1000K
1.49x10 -•o

for Ti _>i000 K

(R31c)

N++ 02 -• NO++ O(3P)

4.32x10-ll (300/Ti)-ø'4•
for Ti _<1000 K
7.47x 10 -ix

for Ti _>1000 K

(R31d)

N++ 02 -• NO++ O(•D)

1.75x 10-iø(300/Ti)-ø'4•
for Ti _<1000K
3.02x10 -•o
for Ti _>1000 K

(R31e)

N++ 02

-• O++NO

4.34x10-• (300/Ti)-ø'4•
for Ti _<1000K
7.53x 10 -•

for Ti _>1000 K

(R32)

N++

O

(R33)
(R34)

N ++ H2

-• N + 0 +

2.20x10-•2

-• NH ++ H

5.00x10 -lo

O++O2 -• O+O2+

Constantinides
et al. [1979],

Bates[1989]
Anicich [1993]
1.60x10-11(300/Ti)0'52 Hierl et al. [1997]
for Ti_<900 K

9.00x10-•2(T/900)ø'•
for Ti_>900 K

(R35)

O ++NO

-•NO

++O

7.00x10-•3(300/Ti)0'66 Dotan and Viggiano[1999]
for Ti_<300 K

7.00x10-•3(Ti/300)0'87
(R36)

O++ CO2-• 02++CO

for Ti>_300 K
1.10x10 -9
for Ti_<800 K

Anicich[1993],

Viggiano
et al. [1992]
b

1.10x10-9(Ti/800)-ø'3ø
for Ti_>800 K

(R37)

O+q- N2

-• NO++ N

1.20x10-•2(300/Ti)ø'4• Hierl et al. [1997]
for Ti_<1000 K

7.00x10-•3(Ti/1000)2'12
for Ti_>1000 K
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Table 1. (continued)
Reaction

(R38)

(R40)
(R41)
(R42a)
(R42b)
(R43)
(R44)
(R45)
(R46)
(R47)
(R48)
(R49a)
(R49b)
(R49c)
(RS0)
(R51a)
(R51b)
(R52)
(R53a)
(R53b)
(R55)

No.

Reaction

Rate Coefficient,cm3s-1

References

O++ N(2D)-->N++ O

1.30x10 -1ø

Constantinides
et al. [1979],
Bates[1989]

O + +C
-• C++ O
O + + H2 --> OH++ H
O + +H
-• H++ O
O + (2D)+ CO2-->O2+-t
- CO
O + (2D)+ CO2-• CO2++O

1.00x10 -1ø
1.35x10 -9
6.40x10 -1ø
6.00x10 -11
1.00x10 -9
1.30><,10-9
7.00x10 -1ø
1.20><,10-9
1.00x10 -11

estimate; see text

5.70x lO-1Oe-4OO/T•
for Ti <4000 K

Liet al. [1997b]
d

1.50x10
1.50x10
4.50x10
1.50x10

Dalgarno[1979]
Liet al. [1997a]

O + (2D)+ CO--+ CO++ O
O + (2D)+ 02 -'>02++O
O + (2D)+ NO-• NO++ O
O + (2D)+ O -->O++ O
O + (2D)+ N2-->N2++O

O+(2D)+ N -• N++ O
O+(2D)+ H2 -->OH++ H

-1ø
-9
-11
-11

O+(2D)+ H2 -->H2++H
O+(2D)+ H2 -• H++ OH
0+(2/))+ e -->O+(4S)-]
-- e 6.03x 10-8 (300/Te)ø'5
O+(2P)+ CO2-• CO + 02+ 6.00><,10-11
O+(2P)+ CO2-->CO2++O 1.00x10 -9
1.30x10 -9
O+(2P)+ CO--> CO++ O
1.30x10 -1ø
O+(2P)+ 02 -'> O++ 02
1.30x10 -1ø
O+(2P)+ 02 -'> 02++ O
O+(2P)+ O -->O+(2D)+ O 5.20x10 -1ø
6.20 x l O-10e-340/T•
O+(2P)+ N2 -'> O++ N2

Liet al. [1997a]
Anicich[1993]
Viggianoet al. [1990]
Glosiket al. [1978]
Johnsenand Biondi [1980]
Glosiket al. [1978]
Tort and Tort [1980]

McLaughlinand Bell [1998]
Viggianoet al. [1990]
Glosiket al. [1978]
Glosiket al. [1978]
Ruschet al. [1977]

Liet al. [1997b]
d

for Ti <4000 K

(R56)

O+(2P)+ N -• O++ N(2D)

1.00x10 -11

(R57)
(R58a)
(R58b)
(RSSc)
(R58d)
(R59a)
(R59b)
(R60)
(R61)

O+(2P)+ NO-• NO++ O
O+(2P)+ H2 -->OH++ H
O+(2P)+ H2 --->H2++H
O+(2P)+ H2 -'> H++ OH
O+(2P)+ H2 -+ H++ O + H
O+(2P)+ e -->O+(4S)-]-- e
O+(2P)+ e -->O+(2D)+ e

1.20x10-9
8.50x10-1o
3.33x10-1o
6.93x10-11
6.93x10-11
3.03x10-8(300/Te)o.s
1.84x10-7(300/Te)
o.s

C++ CO2 -• CO++ CO

1.10x 10-9

C ++NO

-•NO ++ C

7.50x

(R62a)
(R62b)
(R63)
(R64)
(R65)
(R66)
(R67)

C++O2
C+-4- 02
C+ + H2
H++ CO2

-•O++CO
-). CO+---]
- O
--> CH ++ H
-). HCO + + O

5.22x10 -1ø
3.48x10 -1ø

Anicich[1993],

7.40x 10-1øe-4538/T•

Hierl et al. [1997]
Anicich[1993]
Huntresset al. [1974]
Fehsenfeldand Ferguson[1972]

10-1ø(300/Ti)
ø'2

A. Dalgarno (private communication
to Fox [1982a])
Glosiket al. [1978]
Liet al. [1997a]

McLaughlinand Bell [1998]
Faheyet al. [1981b]
Anicich[1993],

Miller et ai. [1984b]
b

H++ 02 -•O2++H
H++NO
H++ O

-•H+NO
+
-• H + O +

3.80x10 -9
1.17x10 -9
1.90x10 -9

Miller et al. [1984b]
b

see text
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Table 1. (continued)

ReactionNo.

(R68)

Reaction

Rate Coefficient,cm3s-1

Ar++ CO2->Ar + CO2
+

5.0x10-10

References

Dotanet al. [1999]

for T•<700 K

5.0xlO-1ø(700/Ti)
for Ti_>700 K

(R69)

Ar++02 ->Ar+02 +

4.90x10-11(300/Ti)
ø'78 Midey and Viggiano[1998]
for Ti_<900 K

2.08x 10-• (Ti/900)•'65
for Ti >_900K

(R70)

Ar++

CO -> Ar + CO +

3.70x 10-• (300/Ti)ø'43 Midey and Viggiano[1998]
for Ti_<900 K

2.30xO-X(Ti/900)
for Ti_>900 K

(R71)

Ar++ N2 -->Ar + N2
+

(R72)
(R73a)
(R73b)
(R74)
(R75a)
(R75b)
(R75c)
(R75d)
(R76a)
(R76b)
(R76c)
(R76d)
(R76e)
(R77)

Ar++ NO -> Ar + NO+
3.1x10-xø
Ar++ H2 -> H2++Ar
1.78x10-x•
Ar++ H2 -->ArH+ + H
8.72x10-•ø
He++ CO -> C++ O + He 1.60x10-9
He++ CO2 -> C++ 02+ He 2.00x10-•
He++ CO2 -> CO++ O + He 7.80x10-•ø
He++ CO2 -> O++ CO + He 1.40x10-•ø
He++ CO2-> CO2++He
5.00x10-xx
He++ O2-->O+(2D)qO q-He 2.37x10-•ø
He++ 02->0++ O + He
2.39x10-x•
He++ 02->02++O
9.20x10-•2
He++ O2->O+(2P) q- O q- He 6.04x10-•ø
He++ 02->0++ O(•D)+ He 4.60x10-•
He++ O -> O++ He
1.00x10-•

(R78a)
(R78b)
(R79a)
(R79b)

He++ N2 -> N++
He+q- N2 -> N2
++
He+ + NO -> N++
He++ NO -> O++

1.1x 10-XX
(Ti/300)•'•3

Anicich[1993],

DotanandLindinger
[1982]
b

N + He
He
O + He
N + He

Anicich[1993]
Anicich[1993]
Anicich[1993]
Anicich[1993]

Gerlich[1992],
Bischofand Linder [1986]

estimated;

compareDalgarnoandFox [1994]
Anicich[1993]

7.80x10-•ø
5.20x10-•ø
1.35x 10-9
1.00x10-•ø

Anicich[1993]

a When the evaluatedcompilationof Anicich[1993]is cited as a source,the adopted
rate coffficientis an averageof two or more measurements.

b Roomtemperature
valuetakenfromAnicich[1993];temperature
dependence
taken
from the second source cited.

c Frederick
andRusch[1977]havesuggested
that theproductN atomsarein the 2D
statefrom modelsof terrestrialthermosphere.Scottet al. [1999],however,assumethat
the product N atoms are in the ground state.

d One-parameter
fit to the ratecoefficients
reported
by Li et al. [1997b]
for ion
temperature lessthan 4000 K. Above that temperature the fit becomesinaccurate.

impact ionization for the low solar activity model. Fig- fluxes.
Thepeakproduction
ratesofN2
+ showa similar
ure 4 showsthe ion production rates for the high solar variation of a factor of slightly more than 2.5, from 8.3 x
activity model.

102 cm-3s -• at 142 km to 2.1 x 103 cm-3s -1 at 139

The major ion productionrates peak in the 138-142 km. TheO+ (4,•) peakproduction
ratesvarybya factor

km region.CO2
+ hasthelargestpeakproduction
rates

of •

of 1.13x 104 cm -3s -• at 141km and 2.8x 104 cm -3s -•

low to high solaractivities. Most of the O+ produced

3 from 1.97 x 103 to 6.0 x 103 cm -3 s-1 from

at 138 km, at low and high solar activities, respectively. near the peak is due to dissociativeionization of CO2,
The solar activity variation is thus a factor of • 2.5, and the slightly larger variation than that of the solar
which closelyreflectsthe variation of the solar ionizing EUV fluxes is due to the increasein the mixing ratio
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of O as solar activity increases.The mixing ratios of

profiles
areparallelto the O densityprofiles.O becomes

O at 140 km are 0.094 and 0.20 in the low and high

the dominant constituent above --• 160 km at low solar

solaractivitymodels,respectively.
The altitudeprofiles activityand above--• 150km at highsolaractivity.A
showthat the O+(4S) production
rate nearthe peak similar effectis seenfor CO+ , for which the production

is parallelto that of CO2
+, but at higheraltitudes
the ratesvarybya factorof3.4,from1.79x 103to6.1X10a
Table

2. Neutral-Neutral

Reaction

(RS0)
(RS)
(R82)
(RSa)
(R84)
(RSS)
(R86)
(R87)
(R88)
(R89)
(R90)
(R91)
(R92)
(R93a)
(R93b)
(R93c)
(R94)
(R95)
(R96)
(R97)
(R98)
(R99a)
(R99b)
(R100)

No.

Reaction Rate Coefficients

Reaction

N + CO2-• NO + CO
N + O2-• NO + O
N +NO-->N2+
O

N(2D)+ CO2-> NO + CO

Rate Coefficient,cm3s-1

References
see text

1.50x10-14Tne
-327ø/T'•
3.4x10 -11
3.60x10 -13
1.90x10 -12

N(2D)+ CO -> N(4S)+ CO
N(2D)+ 02-> NO + O(1D) 9.70xlO-12e-185/Tn
6.90X10 -1•
N(2D)+ O -> N(4S)+ O
1.70X10 -14
N(2D)+ N2-->N(4S)+ N2
6.70X10
-11
N(2D)+ NO -->N2+ O
4.20
x
10-11
½--880/%
N(2D)+ H2-> NH + H
3.86x 10-10(Te/300)0'81
N(2D)+ e-->N(4S)+ e
N(2p)+ CO2->N(2D)+ CO2 2.00x10
-15
N(2p)+ CO -> N(2D)+ CO 6.00x10 -15
NO + O(aP) 1.03xlO-12e-6O/%
N(2p)+ 02-->NO + O(1D) 1.03xlO-12e-60/T•
N(2p)q-02-> NO q-O(lS) 1.03X10-12e-60/T•
1.70X10 -11
N(2P)+ O -> N(2D)+ O
2.90X10
-11
N(2P)+ NO -> N(2D)+ NO
5.00X10
-17
N(2P)+ N2-> N(2D)+ N2
6.20x10
-1•
N(2P)+ N -> N(2D)+ N
2.50x10
-ls
N(2P)+ H2-> N(2D)+ H2
2.04x10-1ø(T•/300)0'85
NdS)+

Baulchet al. [1994]
Lee et al. [1978]
Herron [1999]
Herron [1999]
Herron[1999],$hihiraet al. [1994]
Fell et al. [1990]
Herron [1999]
Fell et at. [1990]
Herron [1999]
Berringtonand Burke[1981]
Herron [1999]
Herron[1999]
Shihiraet al. [1994],
branchingratios from

Rawlinset al. [1989]
riper [1993]
Herron[1999]
Herron[1999]
YoungandDunn [1975]
Herron [1999]
BerringtonandBurke[1981]

9.50x10 -9

C + CO2•

CO + CO

7.62x 10-14(T•/ 300)0'5e- 348ø/T'•McElroy and McConnell[1971],
estimate

(R101a)
(R101b)
(R102)
(R103)
(R104)
(R105)
(R106)
(R107)
(R108)
(R109)
(R110a)
(R110b)
(R111a)
(R111b)
(Rl12)
(Rl13)
(Rl14)
(Rl15)
(R116a)
(R116b)
(Rl17)

C + NO -> CN + O
C + NO -> CO + N
C + 02-> CO + O

7.50xlO-11(Tn/300)
-0'16
7.50xlO-11(Tn/300)
-0'16
4.90xlO-11(Tn/300)
-ø'32

O(1D)+CO2->O(3p)q-CO26.80xlO-11e
117/T'•
co
co
O(1D)q-02-> O(3p)q-02
O(1D)q-O -> O(3p)q-O
O(1D)q-N2-> O(3P)+ N2
O(1D)q- H2-> OH + H

3.60x10 -11

3.20xlO-11e67/%

6.47X10--12
(Tn/ 300)0'14
1.80x lO-11elO7/TM
1.10x10 -10

O(1D)+ e -> O(3P)+ e

2.87xlO-1ø(Te/300)
ø'91
O(1,S')qCO2->O(1D)q-CO2 2.02xlO-11e
-1327/T'"
O(1S)qCO2->O(3p)q-CO2 1.19xlO-11e
-1327/T'•
O(1S)+02->O(1D)+02
1.36xlO-12e
-815/T'•
O(1S)q02->O(3P)+02
3.04xlO-12e
-815/T'•
0.00
o -.
o
5.00x10 -17
o(ls)q- N2-> O(1D)+ N2
O(lS)q- CO -> O(1D)q-CO 7.40xlO-14e-961/%
2.86x10 -16
O(1S)q-H2-> O(1D)+ H2
8.50x10 -9
o(ls)q- ½->O(1D)q-½
1.56x 10-1ø(Te/300)0'94
e
H + H + CO2-> H2+ CO2
1.20x10-32(Tn/300)
-x'3 (cm6s
-1)

Chastainget al. [2000]
Chastainget al. [2000]
Streit et al. [1976]
Schofield[1978]
Atkinsonet al. [1997]
Jamiesonet al. [1992]
Atkinsonet al. [1997]
Atkinsonet al. [1997]
Berringtonand Burke[1981]
Capetanakis
et al. [1993]

Capetanakis
et al. [1993]

Atkinsonand Welge[1972]
Capetanakis
et al. [1993]
Capetanakis
et al. [1993]
Berringtonand Burke[1981]

TsangandHampson
[1986]
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References

Gougousiet al. [1997]
3.50x10-7(300/Te)
ø'5
1.80x10-7(300/Te)
ø'55 Ros•n et al. [1998]a
0.25x 10-7 (300/Te)ø'55
0.70x10-*(300/Te)ø'55
0.39x10-*(300/Te)ø"ø Alge et al. [1983]

CO2++e-•CO+O
CO++

VARIATIONS

Rate Coefficients

Reaction

No.

(Rl18)
(R119a)
(R119b)
(Rl19c)
(R120a)

SOLAR

e-•C+O

CO++ e -+ C + O(•D)
CO++ e-+ C(•D) + O
o•++ •-, o(•)+ o(•)

for T• _<1200K

1.48x10-8(1200/Te)
ø'56 Mehr and Biondi [1969]
for T• >_1200 K

(R120b)

0.86x10-*(300/T•)ø"ø

o•++ e -• o(•e)+ o(•o)

branchingratios from

Kella et al. [1997]

for Te <_1200K

3.25x 10-8 (1200/T•)ø'56
for T• > 1200 K

(R120c)

o•++ e -• o( •o)+ o(•o)

6.05x 10-8(300/T•)ø'*ø
for T• _<1200K

2.29x10-8(1200/T•)ø'5•
for T• > 1200 K

(R120d)

o•++ e -• o(•o)+ o(•s)

9.75x10-ø(300/T•)ø"ø
for T• _<1200K

3.69x10-ø(1200/T•)ø'5•
for Te >_1200 K

(R121a)
(RX21b)
(R121c)
(RX22a)
(R122b)

N•++ e -+ N + N(2D)
N•++e -+ N(2D)+ N(2D)
N•++e -+ N + N(2p)

1.01x 10-7 (300/T•)ø'3ø Zipf [1980],
1.01x 10-7 (300/T•)ø'3ø branchingratios from
1.76x10-8(300/T•)ø'3ø Kella et al. [1996]
3.40x10-7 (300/T,)ø'5 Vejby-Christensen
et al. [1998]
0.60x10-7 (300/Te)ø'5

NO++ e -+ N(2D)+ 0
NO++

e -+N+O

a Branchingratios interpolatedat 2500 K from their valuesmeasuredat the collision
energyof 0.0, 0.4, 1.0, and 1.5 eV.

cm-a s-x fromlow to highsolaractivity.The slight rate profile(Figures3b and4b), is dueto ionizationby
enhancementin the production rates over the variation

solar EUV photonsand photoelectrons.A larger lower
peak appears near 117-119 km and resultsfrom phomixing ratio of CO, which is 6.6% in the solarminimum toionization of NO by Lyman alpha. The variation of
model and 11.6% in the solar maximum model at 140
the production rate near the upper peak is a factor of
km.
2.5, and near the lower peak it is a factor of 3.8. This
The•NO+ productionrate profileis a superposition low-altitude enhancementis larger than the variation of
of two peaks.The upperpeakin the 138-141km range, the solar Lyman alpha line, which is a factor of ~ 2.9
which is evident as a shoulderin the total production in the Hintereggerspectra. This is mostly becausethe
of the solar EUV

Table

fluxes is due to the increase in the

4. Transition

Wavelength,
•
3728, 3726
7319, 7329
2470
52OO

Probabilities

A

Transition

A, s- •

O+(2D)-+ O+(4S)qO+(2P)-+ O+(2D)+ hy
O+(2P)-+ O+(4S)-•N(•O)-,
N(•)•
N(•)-,
O(•O)-, o(•o)+
o(•s)-+
N(45)+
N(•O)+
N(4S)+
O(•)+ •,
••,
•-

4.85x10 -5
1.71x10 -•
4.8 x 10-2
1.07x10 -5
7.9 x 10-2
5.0 x 10-3
9.3 x 10 -3

O(1S)-+ O(3p)+ hv

4.5 x 10-2

10400

3466

6300, 6364
5577
2972

1.06

Reference
Seatonand Osterbrock
[1957]
Seatonand Osterbrock
[1957]
Seatonand Osterbrock
[1957]
Wieseet al. [1966]
Wieseet al. [1966]
Wieseet al. [1966]
Froese-Fischer
and Saha[1983]
Kernahanand Pang[1975]
Kernahanand Pang[1975]
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NO density at the high solar activity peak at 117 km
is larger than that at the low solar activity peak at
119 km, even though, as we shall demonstrate in section 5.2, the NO profile itself showslittle solar activity
variation. It should, however, be noted that chemical

for the low and high solar activity models,respectively.

reactions

fluxes mostly becausethe O mixing ratio is larger in the

rather

than

direct

ionization

of NO

are the

Thepeakin theO+(2P) production
rateincreases
from
190 cm-3s -• at 146 km to 900 cm-3s -• at 144 kin.

These increasesby factors of 4.7-4.8 from low to high
solar activities

are enhanced over that of the EUV

solar

major sources
of NO+ overmostof the altituderange high solaractivity model. The altitudesof peak producconsidered

Because

here.

tion of the metastableO+ ionsare slightlyhigherthan

the H densities

are anticorrelated

with

the

solar flux and the variation of those densitiesis larger

that of O+(4S) because
O is lighterthan CO2, from
whichmostof the O-'-(4S)is produced
nearthe peak.

than that of the solarEUV flux, the H+ peak produc- The effectis not large, becausethe optical depthsdueto
tion rate decreasesfrom 1.04 x 10-• cm -a s-• near 165

O and to CO2 are comparablein the 140-150 km range.

km at low solar activity to 4.6 x 10-2 at 169 km at

At the altitude of peak O+ productionnear 140km the

high solar activity. The altitude of peak production of

slant column densities of O and CO2 are approximately

H+ is higherthan that of the heavierionsbecauseit is

equal in the solar maximum xnodel.For the solarminiproduced mainly by ionization of H, which has a much mum model, the slant column densityof O exceedsthat
smaller massthan the averagemassof the atmosphere. of CO2 above • 150 kin.
Using the same approach as Chapman theory, it can
be shown easily that for an isothermal atmospherewith 5. Results
and Discussion
one major and one minor speciesj, the optical depth
5.1. Ion Density Profiles
r at which the maximum
ionization
rate of the minor
speciesoccursis given by
We have computed the density profiles of 13 ions,

r-H/Hi,

(3)

including
CO2
+, Ar+, N2
+, O+(4S),O+(2D),O+(2P),
CO+, C+ , N+, 02+, NO+ , H+ , and He+ ßThe resulting

density profiles are shownin Figures 5a and 5b for low
and high solaractivities, respectively.The peak ion and
controlsthe photoabsorption
and Hj is the scaleheight electron densities and altitudes at high and low solar
of the minor species. Thus, for a speciesthat is much
activities are summarized in Table 5. The major ion
lighter than those that control the photoabsorption,
overtherangeof • 120- 190kmis O2
+, anditsdensity
which are CO2 and O in the lower thermosphere of
at thepeakincreases
by a factorof • 1.6,from2.7x l0 s
Venus, the maximum ionization rate occurs at a much
to 4.3 x l0 s cm-3 fromlow to highsolaractivities.This
smaller optical depth and is thereforehigher in the at- is less than that of the solar flux because of the nature
mospherethan that of the major species,for which the
where H is the scale height of the major speciesthat

maximum

ionization

rate is near r-

1.

ofthelossprocess
for02+. Themajor02+ sinknearand
above the peak is dissociativerecombination, and the

The He+ production
rate peakvariesby a largerfac- 02+ densitydoesnot differsubstantially
fromthe total

tor of 3.7, from 0.32 cm-3 s-• near 147km at low solar electrondensity. The densitynear the peak is thus given
activityto 1.2 cm-3 s-• at 146km at highsolaractivity. by
The solaractivity variationin the peak He+ production
rate is enhancedbecausesolarflux variationsare larger

, ,

at wavelengths shorterward of the He ionization thresh-

(4)

oldat 504.8.• thanat longerwavelengths.

whereP is the total productionrate (whichis approxiC+ is producedat low altitudesby photodissociativemately equalto the directionizationrate of CO2), [e]is

ionization and electron impact dissociativeionization of

the electron density, and c• is the dissociativerecombi-

CO2 and CO, and at higher altitudes, C+ is produced nation coefficient. Thus, near the electron density peak
by ionization of C. The productionrates at the peak are the 02
+ densityis approximately
proportional
to the
860 cm-3 s-• at 139km and2480cm-3 s-• at 137km, squareroot of the productionrate [cf. Cravenset al.,
for the low and high solaractivity models,respectively. 1981].
This variation of a factor of 2.9 is slightly enhanced
Below• 120 km the major ion is NO+. Becausethe
over that of the solar EUV fluxes mostly becausethe ionizationpotentialof NO (9.26eV) is the lowestof the
mixing ratio of CO and therefore the production rate ions in the Venus thermosphere considered here, disby dissociativeionization are enhancedat high solar sociativerecombinationis the only lossprocess.NO+
activity.

is produced in many ion-moleculereactions, and direct

The directproductionrate profilesof O+(2D) and production by photoionization and electron impact ionO+(2P) also exhibit larger variationsthan that of ization is less important than the chemical sources. The
O+(4S), sincein this modelthey are assumed
to be NO+ densityprofileis complexand exhibitstwo main
producedonly by photoionizationand electronimpact

peaks. The reaction

ionization
of O. ForO+(2D) thepeakproduction
rateis
350 cm-3 s-• at 146km and 1620cm-3 s-• at 144km,

(R24a)

N2
+ + O --+NO+ + N
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Table 5. Peak Densitiesat Low and High Solar Activities

PeakAltitude,km
Species

Low

High

H+
CO2
+

259
145

NO+ c
Electron

02+
N2
+
NO+ d
Ar+
O+(2D)
CO+
O+(2P)
O+coCa
o + (4$)
He+
N+
C+

PeakDensity,cm-a
Low

High

Factora

289
142

2.0(3)b
1.05(4)

0.71
1.5

122

119

8.9(3)

1.42(3)
1.53(4)
1.32(4)

141

139

2.9(5)

4.7(5)

1.6

141
179
138
182
215
188
174

139
177
136
184
219
185
178
209
209
263
240
231

2.7(5)
2.7(2)
9.6(3)
1.02(-1)
2.1(3)
1.2(3)
5.7(1)
2.6(4)
2.4(4)
8.8(1)
4.8(2)
5.8(2)

4.3(5)
5.4(2)
2.4(4)
3.1(-1)
6.8(3)
4.0(3)
2.3(2)
.aa(5)
1.27(5)
6.1(2)
3.8(3)
1.03(4)

1.6
2.0
2.5
3.0
3•2
3.3
4.0

248
226
223

1.5

5.4
6.9
7.9
18.

aFactor by which peak densitiesincreasefrom low to high solar activities.
bread as 2.0x 10a.
CLower peak.

dUpper peak.

dominatesthe productionof NO+ at and abovethe elec- reactions that terminate in NO + . Since NO + in this
tron densitypeak near 140 km over the entire solarcy- region also is destroyed by dissociativerecombination,
cle. There is also some contribution

(R15)

from

02+ + N -• NO+ + O

and it is the principal ion, the variation is approximately
the square root of the assumedfactor of 10 variation in

the solarX ray fluxesbelow18 •.

Thepeakdensities
ofN2
+ andCO+ occurat higher
alin the same region. Since the major lossprocessis dissociativerecombination,the specificlossrate is proportional to the electron density and thus increaseswith
solar cycle. Because, however, the densitiesof the reactants in the production reactions also increasesignificantly from low to high solar activity, the resulting

variationof the peak densityof NO+ near 136 km is
substantial, a factor of .-• 2.5.

There is a lowerpeakin the NO+ densityprofilenear
120 km that variesby a factor of 1.5 overthe solarcycle.
Although there is also a maximum in the direct production rate near this altitude that is due to photoionization of NO by solar Lyman alpha photons,the density

titudes than the other molecularions becausethe major
lossprocessesfor these ions over most of the ionosphere
are reactions with neutral species rather than disso-

ciativerecombination.
N2
+ and GO+ haverelatively
high ionization potentials of 15.58 and 14.01 eV, so
that many charge transfer and other ion-moleculereactions with the major neutral speciesin the Venus thertoosphere are exothermic. The variation of the peak

N2
+ densityis 270 cm-3 at 179km to 540 cm-3 near
177 km from low to high solar activity. This factor of 2
changeis slightly lessthan the variation of the production rates, because the loss mechanismsalso i2crease

with solaractivity. The major lossprocesses
are reacpeakis not dueto thisprocess.NO+ is produced
largely tions with CO2 at low altitudes and with O at high alti-

by charge
transfer
from02+ to NO (reaction
(R17))in
the lower ionosphere. The lower maximum results from

tudes. Since the O mixing ratios are larger at high solar
activity, the loss rates are also enhancedat high solar

the competition
between
decreasing
02+ densities
and activity. The GO+ profilesexhibitpeaksof 1.20x 10a at
increasing NO densitiesas altitude decreases.There is,
however, some fine-scale structure visible in the lower
peaks near 118 kin, which is producedby Lyman alpha
photoionization of NO.

188km and 4.0 x 103 cm-a at 185km at low andhigh

solar activities, respectively. This variation of a factor
of 3.3 is greater than that of the solar flux, becausethe
GO mixing ratios are larger in the high solar activity
The variation of the densityof NO + is a factor of 3.1 model than in the low solar activity model. Reaction

below.-• 110 km in the model,wherethe major source with O is the mostimportantsinkfor GO+ at thesealis ionizationof the neutralconstituents
by X raysin the titudes. Dissociative recombination dominates the loss

0.25-18• region
andtheirhigh-energy
photoelectrons,
ofN2
+ andGO+ onlyabovealtitudes
of210and220kin,
and subsequentchargetransfer and other ion-molecule respectively,at high solar activity, and at slightly higher
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altitudes at low solar activity. It is noteworthy that the
peak total mass-28 ion density in the model is about
half those measured by the PV OIMS measurementsat

is equal to that for chemical loss. These peaks in the
atomic ions barely appear in the total electron density
profile in the low solar activity model, but a prominent

highsolaractivity,whichare of the orderof 104cm-3 or
more [e.g., Taylor et al., 1980]and lessthan in previous
models[e.g., Fox, 1982a;Paxton,1988]. The modelof
Fox [1982a]exhibited peak total mass-28ion densities
of .-• 7 x 10acm-a. The difference
is dueto ouradoption

shoulderappearsat the O+ peak in the high solaractivity model. This will be discussedfurther below.

The peak C+ densityvariesfrom 575 cm-3s -• at
223 km in the low solar activity model to 1.03 x 104

cm-3 s-• at 231 km in the highsolaractivitymodel.

This large variation of a factor of 18 is due to the synreactions
of O+ (2D) andO+(2p) with CO2 (reactions ergistic effect of several factors. The major source of
of recently measured values for the rate coefficients for

(R42) and (R51)) by Viggianoet al. [1990]andfor reac- C+ near the peak in the low solar activity model is

tionsof O+(2D) andO+(2P) with N2 (reactions
(R47) photoionization of C. The C density varies by factor of
(RSS))by Liet
[lOO7b].Viggianoet al. did not ,-• 9 near the C+ peak from low to high solaractivity.
considerthe channelof (R42) that produces
CO+, and (The solar activity variation of atomic carbonwill be
their mass resolutionwas coarse,but they concluded discussed
in section5.2.) At high solar activity a secthat the major channelby whichthe reactionproceeds ond sourcebecomesimportant, chargetransfer of O+
is chargetransfer. Liet al. arguedthat the nearlygas to C'
kineticrate coefficientfor (R47) measuredby Johnsen
O+ + C --+C+ + O.
and Biondi [1980] was inaccuratebecauseof the diffi- (R39)
cultyof estimatingthe fractionof O+(2D) in their experiment. Liet al., however, consider their own cross
sections and derived rate coefficients to be "estimates"

rather than "measurements."Nonetheless,the rate coefficientsthat we are using here are the best available,
and it appearsthat there is again a significantdiscrepancy in the mass-28ion densitiesmeasuredby the PV
OIMS and the model densities, which deservesa closer
look.

Although the rate coefficientfor this reaction has not

beenmeasured,our assumedvalueof 1 x 10- •ø cma s- •
is approximately that required to reproduce the max-

ima in the C+ profiles,which are of the order of 104

cm-a, as measuredby the PV OIMS at highsolaractivity [e.g., Taylor et al., 1980; Fox and Kliore, 1997].
As we have shownabove, the O+ densitiesalso vary
substantiallywith solar activity; near the C+ peaks,

the O+ densitiesincreaseby a factor of ,-• 5 from low to
high solar activity. From the lower ionosphereto above
N+ andtotal O+ (O+(4S)-JrO+(2D) -JrO+(2P)),fac- the peak, the major chemicallossprocessfor C+ is its
tors of 7.9 and 5.1, respectively,are enhancedover those
reaction with CO2:
of the solar EUV fluxes becausethe mixing ratios and
thus the densities of N and O increase also with solar
C+ + CO2 --• CO+ + CO.
(6o)
The solar activity variations of the peak densitiesof

activity. The N+ peak densitiesin the low and high
solaractivitymodelsof 480and3.8x 103cm-a, respec- The CO2 densities, however, increase by only a factor
tively, occur at 226 and 240 km, respectively.The peak

densities
of O+(4S) are 2.4 x 104cm-a at 213km and
1.27x 105cm-a at 209km, for thelowandhighsolaractivity models,respectively.As Figures5a and 5b show,
the high-altitude densityvariationsof the electronically

excitedions0+(2/9) and0+(2P)are smallerthanthat
of O+(4S). The solaractivityvariations
of the excited

of 2-4 from low to high solar activities in the 200-225
km altitude range in the VTS3 models, and thus the
lossrates do not increase enough to compensatefor the
large increase in the production rates.
At high altitudes the solar cyclevariation of the molecular ion densitiesis oppositeto that of the atomic ions;
that is, they are anticorrelated with the solar flux. At

statesat low altitudes are larger than that of the ground 300km the O•
+, NO+ , CO}, N•+, andCO+ densities
state becausethey are assumedto be produced by di- decreasefrom solar minimum to solar maximum by facrect ionization only and not by dissociative ionization tors of 114, 66, 20, 9, and 5, respectively. The largest
of CO2 or CO. The excitedstatesof O+, like otherions decreasesare for those ions for which the most imporwhoseparent neutralshave high ionizationpotentials, tant loss process is dissociative recombination over a
react at low altitudes with most of the neutral species wide altitude range. Since the electron densities inin the Venusthermosphere,includingspecieswith high crease with solar activity, the loss rates of molecular
ionization potentials, such as N2 and
ions by dissociative recombination also increase with
The atomicion peaksform at high altitudesbecause solar activity. Thus, from low to high solar activities
the only chemicallossprocessesare reactionswith neu- the model ionospheresexhibit compositionchanges,not
trals, whose densities decreasewith altitude. As is well just increasesin the ion densities. At high solar activknown, the atomic ion densities would increase with ity the atomic ions make up a larger fraction of the
altitude indefinitely, if diffusiondid not eventually be- total ion densities than at low solar activity, and the
come more important as a loss mechanism than chem- effect is greater at high altitudes than near the elecical reactions. Thus F2 peaks in the atomic ion den- tron density peak. A similar composition variation for
sity profilesform where the lifetime for lossby diffusion the nightsideionospherewas noted by Grebowsky½tal.
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[1993]from PV OIMS data duringthe teentryperiod
A study of the variation of electron density n• meaof the PV spacecraft.On the nightsidethe atomicion sured by the PV OETP with solar activity over the 27densities
(andthustheelectron
densities)
increase
from day solarrotation periodby Elphic ½tal. [1984]showed
low to high solaractivity, owingto the increasein the that n• in the lower ionospherevaried approximately as
day-to-night ion transport. Thus the molecularions on

V•0.33V•u•is a solarflux proxyderivedfromthe rate
the nightsidealsoare depletedat highaltitudesowing of photoelectron
productionon the PV Langmuirprobe
to greater loss by dissociative recombination. Near the (OETP) whenit wasoutside
theatmosphere
[e.g.,Brace
molecularion peak, where the major lossprocessfor ½tal., 1988].The exponentof the solarflux proxy,0.33,
the dominantionsis dissociative
recombination,
the so- is quitecloseto the exponent,0.376,proposedby Kliore
U_IV

ø

lar activity variationsare reducedto the squareroot of

and Mullcn [1989]for longer-termsolarvariations.

the productionrate (seeequation(4)).

Average vertical electron density profilesfor the 550750solarzenith anglerangefrom radio occultationdata

Although we do not have in situ data about the ion
compositionat low solaractivity, there are numerousra-

takenat highsolaractivity(1979and 1980)andlowsodio occultationprofilesfrom PV and other spacecraft, lar activity (1984and 1986)werepresented
by Klior½
including Venera 9 and 10, that cover the entire solar andLuhmann[1991].The averagepeakdensitywasless
cycle. In our model the overallelectrondensityprofile than 3 x l0 s cm-3 at low solaractivityandincreased
exhibits two peaks. The major electrondensity peak by a factor of .-•50%from low to high solaractivity,in
of 2.9 x l0 s cm-3 occurs at 141 km in the low solar very closeagreementwith our modelvalues.The peak,
activity model; the electron density peak is a factor of however,appearsslightlyhigherat high solaractivity
.-- 1.6 larger,.-- 4.7 x l0 scm-3 at 139km in the high than at low solar activity in the averageprofiles,but
solar activity model. The main electrondensity peak it is near 140 km for all solarZenithangles. The altiwas Observedat solar maximum, solar minimum, and tude of the main electron density peak in our model is
duringthe decliningphaseof solaractivity by PV ORO determinedby both the backgroundatmosphere,which
measurementsover the 14-year lifetime of the space- was taken from the VTS3 mode.[,and by the assumed
craft. Cravenset al. [1981]reportedan averagepeak electron temperature profile. The VTS3 rnodel was deelectrondensityfor 60o solarzenith angle,as measured rived from in situ densitiesmeasuredby the PV ONMS
by the PV ORO, of 4.7 x l0 scm-3 at an altitude of and the OAD experiment at high solar activity. The
140-141 km. The magnitude of the peak is in excellent
agreementwith our model, although the altitude of the
measuredpeak is higherthan that in our modelby 1-2
km. Cravenset al. also fitted the solar zenith angle

ity values. Our calculations indicate that the VTS3 low

dependences of the radio occultation measurements at

solaractivity CO2 densities,whichare largerthan those

neutral densitiesin the VTS3 low solar activity model

are extrapolationsfrom the high solar activity model
and are thereforelesscertain than the high solaractiv-

highandlowsolaractivitieswith Chapman
models,
and at high solar activity below .-• i70 kin, may require a
they found that the best fits werefor subsolarpeak elec- downward adjustment.
Kcating and Hsu [1993]analyzedatmosphericdrag
high solar activities, respectively. The model electron measurementsfrom the Magellan spacecraftand showed
density peaks computed by Cravens et al. at 60o SZA that the mass density at 1600 hours local time is .-•
tron densities of 5 x l0 s and 7.4 x l0 s cm-3 for low and

werein the range(5- 6.5) x l0 scm-3, depending
on (1.2- 1.3) x 10-•q gcm-3 in the 170-190km range
the assumedprofilesfor Te and the adopted value for when F•0.7 was 110-145. Our low solar activity model
F•0.7. The Venera 9 and 10 measurements,which were (F•0.7=80)exhibitsa massdensityof 1.4x 10-•q gcm-3
at low solar activity, showedpeak densitiesat 60o SZA at 180 km. This may also indicate that the low solar ac-

of .-- 3.6 x l0s cm-3 [Aleksandrov
et al., 1976],which tivitymass
densities
aresomewhat
toolarge,although
the dominant constituent is O at this altitude.
are .--25%larger than our values.
Kliore and Mullen [1989]analyzed115 PV radio ocThe altitude of the peak ion density,however,is also
cultation profilesand derivedan equationfor the day- affected by the electron temperature profile adopted.
sidepeak electrondensityas a functionof solaractivity The electrontemperature T• is observedto depart from
and solar zenith angle )/:
T, and increaserapidly near 140 km [e.g., Miller et

al., 1980;Cravens½tal., 1980].The majorlossprocess

ne,max(Feuv,
X) - (5.924-0.03)x 10•
x(Feuv
/ 150)ø'376+ø'ø•(cos
X)0.•+0.0•.,

(s)

for the molecular ions in this region is dissociativerecombination, and the rate coefficientsfor dissociative

recombination
areusuallyproportional
to T•-ø'5+ø'2,
so

where F•u• is an estimated value of F•0.7 corrected to
the orbital position of Venus. For a solar zenith an-

in general the ion densitiesbecomegreater as T• in-

gle of 60ø the peak electrondensitiescomputedfrom

ion temperatureis assumedto beginto increaserapidly

creases. We have found that the altitude

at which the

(5) are 3.2 x l0 s and 4.6 x l0 s cm-3, for solarmini- in the model strongly affects the altitude of the peak.
mum(F•0.7•75) and solarmaximum(F•0.7•200),re- The measuredTe profilesallow significantuncertainty
spectively. These valuesagree to, within 10% with our

in this altitude.

model

al. [1980]showa slightdeparturefrom the neutraltern-

values.

The model calculations

of Cravens ½t
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peraturesbetween130 and 140 km and a large difference sity profile showsonly a changein slope, rather than a
above 140 kin.
shoulder. The appearanceof an F2 peak in the n• proKim et al. [1989]comparedhigh and low solar ac- file at solar maximum but not at solar minimum is due
tivity photochemical equilibrium models of the total to the greater mixing ratio of O in the high solar activion densitiesto 16 individualPV ORO profilesat so- ity model. The O mixing ratio near 140 km, as we have

isa factorof.• 2larger,andtheO density
near200
lar maximumand 11 at solarminimum.The average seen,
solar zenith angle at high solar activity Was 620, and

kmisafactor
of2.8larger
athighsolar
activity
thanat

the average
latitudeWas41ø;for the low solaractiv- low solar activity. The presenceof a secondarypeak or
ity measurementsthe average SZA was 67ø, and the
averagelatitude was 620. The averagemeasuredpeak

"ledge"has,however,beeninterpretedas evidencefor
magnetization
of the ionosphere
[e.g.,Shinagawa
e! al.,

electrondensitywas 4.5 x 105 cm-a near 140 km at
highsolaractivity and 2.8 x 105 cm-a near 139km at

1991; Woo and Kliore, 1991; Cravens, 1992; Cravens

el al., 1997]. Our modelsuggests
that if the actualO

low solar activity. Once again, the magnitudesof the density profilesare similar to those of the VTS3 model
measuredelectron density peaks are in excellentagree- at equatoriallatitudes, an F2 Peak shouldbe visibleat

ment with our valuesof 4.7 x 105and 2.9 x 105cm-a,

solar maximum

but the altitudes of the peaksare slightly different. The
standard deviations about the averagemeasuredpeak
altitudes were only 0.22 and 0.15 km at high and low
solar activities, respectively,so different peak shapesor
altitudes should not have a large effect on the average
peak altitudes or densitiesin their analysis. Although
Kim et al. computed density profiles for six ions, only
the total electron densities were reported. The computed maximum electron densitieswere 4 x 105 and

cised before the presenceof the peak is interpreted as
evidencefor magnetizationof the ionosphere,especially

of a factor of 1.5 is similar to ours. Their

.-•17%[Keatingel al., 1985],is similarto our high solar

a•d therefore '•caution should be exer-

at solar maximum.

A review of the published radio occultation profiles,
however,showsthat a visible shoulderin this altitude
region at high solar activity is seenonly occasionally

[Iiliore andMullen,1989;KlioreandLuhmann,1991].

The PV ORO profileswere, however,mostly at higher
latitudes, where the O mixing ratios may be smaller.
6 x 105cm-a in their low and highsolaractivitymod- If not, the VTS30 mixing ratios may be too large at
els, respectively. These values are larger than ours by high solar activity. In the VIRA model, which applies
.•30%; nonetheless,the predictedsolar cycle variation to F•0.7=150, the mixing ratio of O near the ion peak,
model electron

density peak altitude of 137 km for solar maximum is
even lower than ours, but the discrepancy may be due
to the use of different photoabsorption coefficientsfor
CO2, or more likely, to the difference in the assumed

activity of 20%. A study of the variation of the inten-

sityofthe O 1304-./imultipieroverthedayside
fromPV

OUVS imagessuggests
that O brightnesses
at latitudes
greaterthan 300in the morningsectorweremuchlower
T• profiles. Above 160 km, Kim et al. [1989]achieved than in the eveningsector,and that at the high-latitude
agreement with the low solar activity measuredelectron morning terminator the O mixing ratios are up to a
densities by adopting electron temperatures that were factor of 2.5 lower than thoseat the eveningterminator
less than those measuredat high solar activity. Their [Alexanderel al., 1993]. This asymmetryis not reflected
in the VTS3 model. Our study is based on the VTS3
low solar activity T• profile was computed from
model at low latitudes, where little asymmetry in the

T• - Tn + (T• - Tn)/2.5,

(6)

where T•* is the electron temperature from the empiri-

cal modelof Theis et al. [1984].
Becausethe PV orbiter penetratedbelow145km only
rarely, the peak wasnot sampledoften by in situ instruments.

Median

O RPA ion densities at 155 km were re-

portedby Miller et al. [1984a].For a solarzenithangle
bin 6504-50SZA the median densitytotal ion density

was2.2 x 105cm-a. The total averageelectrondensity measuredby the OETP in the 150-155 km range

at 550SZA was2.48x 105 cm-a [Theiset al., 1984].

1304-]k
emission
wasobserved.
Alexander
et al. [1993],
however, showed also that the column brightnessesinferred from the PV OUVS measurementsat equatorial
latitudes near 1600 hours local time were up to 20%
lower than those computed from the VTS3 model, indicating that the column densities of O were smaller
than the integrated VTS30 density profiles, even at
equatorial latitudes. Becauseof the uncertainty in the
OUVS calibration, however, this could not be stated
unequivocally.
In addition, the three-dimensional model of Mengel

These values are smaller than our high solar activity el al. [1989]showedthat horizontaltransportgreatly
total ion density at 155 km of 2.9 x 105 cm-a but are affects the neutral density distributions. In particular,
in acceptableagreement.
variations are produced in the neutral densitiesthat are
A high-altitudepeakin the O+ densityprofileis pre- not reflected in the VTS3 model. Their derived high
dicted by our model at both solaractivitiesbut is ap- solar activity O density at 170 km for their standard
parent as a shoulderin the total electron density profile equatorial model with a thermospheric superrotation
only at solar maximum, with a value of .-• 1.7 x 105 period of 6 daysis lessthan half that of the VTS3 model

cm-a at 195 kin. At solarminimumthe O+ peakden- at 1600 hours local time. As discussedpreviously, the
sityis 2.6 x 104 cm- a at 213kin, and the electronden- Magellandragdata analyzedby Keatingandttsu [1993]
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also showedthat the low solar activity O density profiles
may be overestimates.
A comparison of our model electron densities at 200
and 300 km to in situ and remote-sensingmeasurements
also shows a discrepancy. Our model densities at 200

and horizontal transport of ions, resulting in a "photodynamical" ionopause.In this situation the O+ ions
on the topside take on the scaleheight of the underlying neutral O, which is half that of the ion. Luhrnann
e! al. [1987] suggestedthat the compressed
nature of

and 300 km at highsolaractivitiesare • 1.7 x 105and
7.6 x 104 cm-3, respectively.
The averageORO profiles
presentedby Braceand Kliore [1991]showelectrondensitiesat thesealtitudesof • 1 x 105and 4 x 104cm-3,
respectively.The n, model of Theis e! al. [1984]shows

ionosphereis permeatedby large-scalemagneticfields,
which occurs when the ionosphericplasma pressureis
not large enough to withstand the solar wind dynamic

even smaller densities of 8.95 x 104 cm -3 at 200 km and

3.42 x 104 at 300 km. Sincethe major ion at this altitude is O+ and the F2 peak is near 200 km, this may
be further evidence that the O density profiles in the
VTS3 models are overestimates. Our high solar activ-

ity topsideO+ densitiesat both altitudesare too large
by •60%.

The only importantlossprocessfor O+ at 200 km is

the ionosphere at solar minimum is evidence that the

pressure. In any case, the interaction with the solar
wind with the top of the atmosphere may produce a
loss processfor ions that we are unable to mimic in our
one-dimensionalmodels without magnetic fields.
It is noteworthy that the solar activity variations at
the ion peak and above the ion peak on the dayside
are very different, both in the measurementsand in the
models. The variation of the peak is •50-60% from solar minimum to solar maximum, a factor of • 4 at 200
km and a factor

of 5-10

or more at 300 km.

The vari-

O+ + CO2--• 02+ + CO.

ations in the EUV fluxes, which produce the ions over

We adopted the rate coefficientfor this reaction recom-

of the order of 2 - 3. Thus there is a clear difference

mendedby Anicich [1993],whichis essentiallyequalto

in the solar activity responseat low altitudes and at

mostof the altitude rangenearand abovethe peak,are

theoreticalLangevinvalueof 1.1 x 10-9cm3s- 1. Since high altitudes. This behavioris alsoseenon the nightthe Anicich [1993] evaluation, Vi##iano e! al. [1992] side and has been interpreted as evidencethat there are
measured the rate coefficient and found it to be nearly

two different sourcesof ionization, ion transport from
the daysideand electronprecipitation,with very different solaractivity dependences
[e.g.,Kliore e! al., 1991;
ficientmeasured,
1.5x 10-9 cm3s-1 [SmithandFurtell, Knudsene! al., 1987]. We seehere, however,that one
1972], reducesthe O+ peak densitynear 212 km by cannot draw sucha conclusiona priori. Indeed, the so•10% and the electrondensityat 195 km by only 8%. lar activity behaviorof the molecularionsreverses
sign
Thus adopting a larger rate coefficientfor this reaction from the peak to altitudessubstantiallyabovethe peak.
does not reduce the visible shoulder in the electron denThus the differencein solaractivity responseat high alsity profile.
titudes and low altitudes for both day and night may
At low solar activity there are no dayside in situ be causedby differencesin the chemistry of atomic and
data, so we can only compare our model to the PV molecularions, in the underlyingatmosphere,and/or
ORO profiles,where averagevaluesof • 2.4 x 104 and in the plasma and neutral temperature profiles,rather
1.9 x 103cm
-3 at 200 and 300 km, respectively,
are than being indicative of differencesin the sourcesof
collisional at low energiesand to decreaseslightly at
temperaturesabove 800 K. Use of the largestrate coef-

reported[Braceand Kliore, 1991]. Thesevaluesrepresent solar activity variations of a factor of 4 at 200
km and up to a factor of 20 at 300 km. Our low solar activity model electron densities are 4.4 x 104 and

1.63x 104 cm-3, at 200and300km, respectively,
and

ionization.

5.2.

Minor

km appear very disturbed,with large oscillations,
and
the measureddensitiesmay be near the sensitivityof
the instrument. Nonetheless,it is clear that the solar
activity variation at 300 km is larger than our modelindicatesand may be an orderof magnitudeor so. If so,it
is possiblethat the valuesfor • and/or T• that wehave
adopted,whichare nearlythe sameasthoseat highsolar activity, are too large at high altitudes. A reduction

Density Profiles

We have also computed the density profiles of NO,

the variationswith solaractivityarefactorsin therange N(4S), N(2),
3.7- 4.6. The average ORO density profiles near 300

Neutral

N(2), C, O(•D), and O(•S)from 90

km to the upper boundariesof the models, and the results are shown in Figures 6a and 6b. The NO and N
density profileshave been modeledpreviouslyby ti•usch

and Cravens[1979],by Fox[1982a],and 'byG•rard e! al.
[1988].The NO densityprofilesshowlittle solaractivity
variation.

The densities at 105 km are 1.12 x 10s and

1.16x 10scm-3 at lowandhighsolaractivities,respec-

tively. Between 120 and 200 km the NO densities are
slightly anticorrelated with solar activity. This reflects
in the plasma temperatures would decreasethe scale an increasein the major lossprocessesat high solar ac-

heightof the ionson the topside,as Kim et al. [1989] tivity. Densitiesat 125 km of 8.8 x 106 and 6.3 x 106
showed.MahajanandMayr [1989]arguethat the Venus cm-3 are predictedfor solarminimumand solarmaxlow solar activity ionosphereis compressedby the in- imum, respectively. In the lower thermosphere, NO is
teraction with the solar wind, which inducesdownward produced mainly by the reaction
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N(2D)+ CO•,-• NO+ CO.
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to increase even below the bottom

boundary at 90 kin.

The analogous
reactionof N(4S) with CO2,
(R80)

The N(4•q)densityprofileexhibitsa peakof 3.4 x
107 cm -a at 138 km for solar minimum conditions and
1.0 x l0 scm -a at 135 km for solar maximum condi-

N(4•q)+ CO•,--+NO+ CO,

tions.

becomesmore important above .-• 125 km if the rate coefficient is closeto that assumedin the standard model,

This variation

of about a factor of 3 is smaller

than the variation of the major source mechanismsof
a factor of -• 5 near the peak. The major sourcesat

1 7 x 10- •6cma s- • whichis the upperlimit reportedby the densitypeak are direct productionby photodissociation and photoelectronimpact dissociationof N2, and
ß

,

a fewchemical
reactions,
including
quenching
of N(2D)
by CO and O (reactions
(R84) and(R86)), dissociative
recombination
of NO+ (reaction(R122b)),and charge
transferof N+ to COs (reaction(R28b)). The major
are the reactionwith NO (reaction(R82))
the reactionwith N, reaction(R82) over most of the lossprocesses
As discussedin section 3, it is possible that the rate
coefficientfor this reaction, which is spin forbidden, is
much less than this value, and we discussthe effects
of that assumption below. NO is destroyed mainly by

thermosphere,
although
charge
transfer
from02+ to NO

and

(reaction(R17)) becomes
moreimportantbelow--•120-

+

125kin. Boththe N and02+ densities
increase
with
solar activity. The model NO densities below 95-100
km are highly dependent on the bottom boundary condition

and should

not be considered

reliable.

NO++ O,

with the former dominatingat low solaractivity and the
latter dominatingat high solaractivity. The increasein

thedensity
of02+ withsolaractivityleadstoanincrease

An arbi-

in the lossrate by (R15). Thisis largelyresponsible
for
the dampingof the variationin the peakN densitythat

trary positive slope on the density profile, and thus a
downward flux, was imposed at 90 km and varied in order to achieve a steady state solution to the continuity
equation. The peak at 95 km may thus be an artifact
of the boundary condition; it is possiblethat the NO

is observedcomparedto that of the sourcefunctions.

If the rate coefficientfor (R80), ks0, is muchless
than 10- •6cm3 s- •, the resultsdifferconsiderably.
We

400

VTS3
This

Model

........... ks0x0.001
300

High
Low
200

NO

o.

1O0
1 O0

::•':'-':'--''• ''-'''-'
1000

10 •

10 •

"
10 e

10 ?

108

109

N Densities (cm -a)

Figure 7. A comparison
of atomicnitrogendensitiescomputedfrom the standard(ks0 -

1.7x 10-•) andalternative
(ks0= 1.7x 10-•) models
withthe VTS3N densities
for high

and low solar activities. The solid curvesare the N density profilesfor the standard model, the

dotted curvesrepresentthosefor the alternative model, and the dashedcurvesare the VTS3

modeldensities
from Hedinet al. [1983].The NO densityprofilesfor the standardmodel(solid
curves)and the alternativemodel(dottedcurves)arealsoshownfor comparison.
Little solar
activity variation of the NO profilesis observedfor either model.
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preseniourcomputed
N andNO densityprofiles
both from dissociativerecombinationof NO +, radiationfrom
model and for an alternative
model in
N(2P), andquenching
of N(2P) by O. The majorloss

for the standard

processesare reaction with CO2 and quenchingby CO
and O, with a smaller contribution from quenchingby
files to those input from the VTS3 model in Figure 7. electrons. The peak increaseby a factor of 2 from soThe computed N densitiesfor this model are slightly lar minimum to solar maximum is slightly smaller than
larger above --. 140 km, and the density profiles peak the increasein the magnitude of the production rates,
at lower altitudes and larger values. For solar mini- which is a factor of 2.6. The dampingis due to a larger
mum the peak in the N density profile appears at 120 increasein the rates for quenchingby CO and O, the
km, with a valueof 1.1 x 108cm-3; at solarmaximum mixing ratios of which are enhancedat highersolar acthe peak altitude is 117 km, and the peak density is tivity.
The solar activity variation of the peak density of
2.8 x 108, factorsof 2.8-3.5 larger than the standard
model. The NO profile exhibits a complex structure, N(2P), a factorof 2.0, is similarto that of N(2D).
which k8o is assumed to be a factor of 1000 smaller,

1.7x 10-•9 cm3 s-1 andwe comparethe N densitypro-

with an upperpeakdensityof .-- 1 x 106cm-3 near137 N(2P) exhibitsa peakdensityof 3.7 x 103 cm-3 near
km for both models and a local minimum in the range 147km at low solaractivity and at 7.5 x 103 cm-3 near
117-120 km. The NO densitiesbegin to increaseagain
below this altitude. Near the bottom boundary of the
model

the NO

densities

are smaller

than

those in the

145 km at high solar activity. The major production
mechanisms are photodissociation and electron impact
dissociationof N2. The major loss processat the peak

standardmodel, with 95 km valuesof 1.3 x 107 and is radiationto N(2D) and N(4S), with significant
de4.4 x 107cm-3, for lowandhighsolaractivities,respec- struction due to quenching, mostly by O. The increase
tively. If k8o is assumed to be zero, near the bottom
of the model, NO is greatly depleted, and the N densities peak near the boundary, with values at 100 km

exceeding
109 cm-3.
At 300 km, for the standard models, the predicted
N densities are 5.6 x 103 and 5.0 x 104 cm-3 for low

and high solar activities, respectively. These values are

in the peak densities is damped slightly compared to
that of the production rates, which increaseby a factor
of 2.3, owing to the increasein the rate of collisional
deactivation by O, the mixing ratio of which increases
with solar activity.
We can compare our computed high solar activity
density profiles for odd nitrogen specieswith those pre-

--.25%largerthan the VTS3 modelvaluesof 4.5 x 103 dicted by Girard ½tal. [1988]. Gdrard et al. included
the reactionof N(4S) with CO2 in their odd nitrogen

and 4.0 x 104 cm -3. At 300 km in the alternative model

schemebut did not specify the rate coefficientthat they
used. Since their model showeda high-altitude peak for
NO, we compare their predictionsto our high solar activity alternative model. The N densities for the two
models at 200 km are similar, but the peak densities
standardmodelthe computed
peakN(4S) densities
ap- are different. While Gdrard et al. predict a peak denpear at higher altitudes with much smaller valuesthan sity of N at 126km of 6 x 107 cm-3, our N densitypeak
the VTS3 model for both high and low solar activities. is 9 km lower and a factor of 4.7 larger. The NO profiles
The VTS3 modelexhibitspeakN densitiesof 2.4 x 108 peak at approximately the same altitude, near 137 km,
and 5.7 x 108cm-a near 125 km for low and high solar but the NO density at this altitude in the Gdrard et
activities, respectively. For the alternative model the al. modelis --•3 x 106 cm-3, a factorof 3 largerthan
peaks are lower, in the range 117-120 km, with values our value. Below the peak their NO densitiesfall off to
of 1.54 x 108 and 2.8 x 108 cm-'3, about a factor of zero rapidly. In all of our models the densities of NO
2 smaller than the VTS3 values. The VTS3 model is, increase below --. 115 km. The major source of NO in
however,based on in situ data from the PV orbiter, for our modelat low altitudesis reactions
of N(2D) with
which periapsisrarely fell below 140 km, and the VTS3 CO2(reaction(RS3)),
andthemajorsource
of N(2D)is
N densitiesbelow --. 140 km were guided by the pho- dissociativerecombinationof NO +. Ions are produced
tochemicalmodel of flusch and Cravens[1979]. Our near the bottom of our model by X-ray photoionization
low-altitude model N density profiles therefore cannot and the concomittant photoelectron impact ionization,
the N densitiesare larger than both the standard model
and the VTS3 model, but the difference is not great,
and the high-altitude profiles cannot be used to estimate k8o. The differencesin the various N profiles near
and below the peak are, however, substantial. For the

be distinguished
by comparingthem to the VTS3 model and NO+ is the terminal ion for many chargetransfer
values. A definitive measurement of k8o would be helpful. Alternatively, in situ measurementsof odd nitrogen
densitiesin the lower thermosphereof Venus would help
to constrain the value of k8o, although, unfortunately,
no suchmeasurementsare planned for the near future.
,

and other ion-molecule reactions that take place in this
region of high neutral densities. No other ion density

is significantbelow • 110 km. The sourceof the differences with the Gdrard et al. model, in addition to
possible differences in the rate coefficient for reaction

The N(2D) profiles
exhibitpeakdensities
of 2.5x l0s (RS0),includemanyupdatedrate coefficients
for other
and 5.2 x l0 s cm-3 near 152 km at low and high so- reactions. Gdrard et al. did not consider harder X rays,

lar activities,respectively.
At thosealtitudes,N(2D) is but they influence the N and NO densitiesonly below
produced mainly in photodissociationand electron impact dissociation of N2, with substantial contributions

.• 120 kin.

The chemistry of atomic carbon in the Venus ther-
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of O(•D) is photodissociation
of CO2,but since
mospherehas been discussedby Krasnopolsky[1982] source
and by Foz [1982b].The major sourceof C is directpro- O(•D) is efficiently
quenched,
nearthe densitypeak
duction by photodissociation of CO, with a smaller con- (160-170 km) the productionis about half by dissotribution due to photoelectron impact dissociation. At

ciativerecombination
of O2
+, andtheremainder
is due

highaltitudes,CO+ dissociative
recombination
(reac- about equally to photodissociationof CO• and to ranearthe peak
tion (Rl19)) becomes
dominant.The majorlossprocess diationfrom O(•S). The lossprocesses
for C is reactionwith 02. An 02 mixingratioof 3 x 10-3 are •75% quenching,and the rest are by radiation to
stateat 6300/6364
•. Near200km,dissociawasinferredby Paxton [1985]from the C densitypro- theground
files determined from the limb profilesof the C I 1561-

five recombination becomesthe most important source,

and 1657-• emissions
measured
by the PV OUVS. For and the loss is mainly by radiation. The predicted inthis 02 mixing ratio our model atomic carbon profile tegratedintensityof the O 6300-fired line is 1.12kR
peaksnear 154 km with a densityof 3.5 x 105 cm-3

at low solar activity and 5.0 kR at high solar activity.

at low solar activity, and near 155 km with a density

Fox and Dalgarno [1981]predictedan intensityof 0.73

of 1.86x 106 cm-3 at high solaractivity. This factor kR for a (pre-PioneerVenus)lowsolaractivitymodelof
of 5 increase in the C density is due to a combination the Venusthermosphere.
Fox[1992]predicteda red line
of larger EUV fluxes and larger CO densitiesat high
solar activity. As stated in section 4, the CO mixing
ratio is a factor of 1.75 larger at 140 km in the high solar activity model than in the low solar activity model.

At higher altitudes the solar activity variationsin the
C densities are larger than those at the peak. The increasein C density from low to high solar activity is a

emissionrate of 5.6 kR for a high solar activity model
of Venus based on PV data. Since the most important

source
of O(XD)is dissociative
recombinationof
O2
+ in
the regions where quenchingis not effective, the predicted emissionrate depends on the assumedyields of
the ground and excited metastablestatesof O in the dis-

sociative
recombination
of O•+. Wehaveusedherethe

factor of nearly 8 at 200 km and a factor of • 16 at 300 recently measuredbranchingratios for the energetically
km, mostly owing to the higher neutral temperatures allowedchannels(reactions(R120a)-(R120d))obtained
from an ion storagering by K½llaet al. [1997].
and thus larger scale heights at high solar activity.
The peak atomic carbon der.s•ty in the present model
For O(•S) the mostimportantsourceis photodisis a factor of 2.7 less than the va.lue 5 ><106 cm -3 re-

sociation
of CO2;dissociative
recombination
of O•+ is

portedby Fox[1982b],partly becausethelow-resolution unimportant, contributingonly •6% of the total proCO photodissociation
crosssectionsof Cooket al. [1965], ductionat 140 km in both models.The O(•S) density profile exhibits two peaks as shown previously by
by the high-resolutioncrosssectionsconstructedby For. Fox and Dalgarno[1981]and LeComptee! al. [1989].
and Black [1989]to accountfor the discretenature of The upper peak is due to photodissociativeexcitation
the absorption
in the 889-1118]• region.In thiswave- of CO• by solar photonswith wavelengthsmostly less
length region, dissociationoccurs by line absorption than• 1170.•, andthe lowerpeakis dueto dissociative
into predissociatingstates, and Fox and Black found excitation of CO2 by Lyman alpha photons,which penthat the total photodissociationrate was reduced when etrate deeper in the thermosphere. The peaks at high
these cross sections were used. In addition, the rate solaractivity are predictedto be 7.0 x 104cm-3 at 115
which were used in that model, have been substituted

coefficientfor destructionof C by reactionwith 02 (re- km and 2.9 x 104cm-3 at 139km. At low solaractivity
action (R102)) at 300 K hasbeenrevisedupwardfrom the peak densitiesare 2.4 x 104cm-3 at 118 km and
3.3 x 10-• to 4.9 x 10-• cm3s-• [Uhastaing
et al., 1.2 x 104 cm-3 at 142km. The variationof the upper
2000]. Thus the model C densitiesare probably no peak is thus a factor of 2.4, and that of the lower peaI•'is
longercompatiblewith the measurements
of the ultravi- a factor of 2.9; these valuesdirectly reflect the variation
olet lines of C by the PV OUVS, and the thermospheric in Hinteregger solar fluxes in the EUV and at Lyman
02 mixing ratio may be less than the adopted value alpha, respectively.The integrated overheadintensities

of 3 x 10-3 by a factor of • 3. If so, the rate co- of the atomicoxygen5577-• greenline, whicharises
efficientfor chargetransferof O+ to C inferredhere, fromthetransitionO(• S) -• O(• D), are48and129kR
1 x 10-•0 cm3 s-•, may be too largeby a factorof • 3. for the low and high solar activity models,respectively.
A simultaneousreanalysisof the chemistry of C, the PV

The transition
fromO(•S) to the groundO(aP)state

riseto theemission
at 2972•. Thepredicted
overOUVS atomiccarbonemissions,
and PV OIMS C+ den- gives
sities is probably warranted before definite conclusions headintegratedintensitiesare 2.0 kR at solarminimum
can be drawn.
and5.5 kR at solarmaximum.Fox andDalgarno[1981]
The densityprofilesof O(•D) and O(•S) are also predictedoverheadintensitiesof 48 and 2.4 kR for the
bands,respectively;
shownin Figures6a and 6b. The O(xD) densitypeak greenlineandthe 2972-• emission
these intensities are slightly larger than the low solar
at 162 kin, and that in the high solar activity model activity values reported here. The oxygen airglow inis • 1.03 x 105 cm -a at 169 km. This factor of 3.7 tensitiescomputedhere are summarizedin Table 6.
L½Compt½
½tal. [1989]analyzedlimb profilesof the
enhancement from low to high solar activity is larger

in the low solar activity model is • 2.8 x 104 cm-3

2972-• emission
measured
by the PV OUVS duringthe
[1981]showedpreviously,the major column-integrated early high solar activity portion of the mission. The

than that of the solar EUV fluxes. As Fox and Dalgarno
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Table 6. Integrated Overhead Intensitiesof 0 Airglow Emissions
at Low and High Solar Activities
Wavelength,

Transition
O(•D)-• O(aP)
O(•$)-->O(•D)
0( 1S)'--•O(aP)

•
6300
5577
2972

Intensities, kR

Low

High

1.12
48.
2.0

5.0
129.
5.5

measured zenith intensity for orbit 187, which was at
a local time of 1230 for near equatorial latitudes, was
7 kR comparedto 9 kR for their model intensity. Our
predicted intensity of 4.7 kR is for a solar zenith an-

of the atmosphericspeciesconsideredhere,its only loss
processis dissociativerecombination,and it is the terminal ion in the lower ionosphere. Direct production

gle of 600. The predictionis thus in reasonableagreement with the measurements.LeCompte et al. modeled
the limb profilesand obtainedfairly good agreementat
high altitudes,but between105and 120km their model
emissionrates were much larger than the measuredvalues. They attributed this differenceto the departure of
the actual temperatures from the model valuesdue to
gravity wavesand to the resultingenhancedquenching

is formed in many ion-moleculereactionsin the ther-

of O(• S).

crease.The solaractivityvariationin the N2
+ peakis

6. Summary and Conclusions

about a factor of 2, which is slightly less than that of
the solar fluxes, becausethe increasein the production
mechanismsis countered by the increasein the neutral
densitieswith which it reacts from low to high solar ac-

We have constructedmodelsof the low and high solar activity thermospheresand ionospheresof Venus for
equatorial latitudes and 1600 hours local time. Our
computations have shown that the production rates of

by ionizationof NO is not important,becauseNO+
mospheres
of the terrestrialplanets.The NO+ density
profileis complexand exhibitstwo peaks,whichreflect
the altitude variations of the production processes.

Since they are destroyedmainly by reactionswith
neutralsrather than by dissociativerecombination,both

CO+ and N+ peakhighin the atmosphere.
Their densities increase

with

altitude

as the neutral

densities

de-

tivity. The peak in the CO+ profile,however,increases

by a larger factor of 3.3 from low to high solar activity becausethe mixing ratio of CO is enhancedat solar
someof the ions(CO2
+, N2
+, andNO+) at theirpeaks maximum, and the total production rate increasesfaster
vary with solar activity by a factor of • 2.5, approx- than the total loss rate as the solar activity increases.
imately as the solar EUV fluxes. The solar activity
The peak densitiesof the atomicions, O+, N+, and

variation of O+ production,both in the groundand
excitedstates,and that of CO+ werefound to be enhancedover that of the EUV solar fluxes, owing to the
greater mixing ratios of the neutral speciesfrom which

C+, increaseby relativelylargefactorsof 5.2, 7.8, and
18 from low to high solar activity becausetheir parent
neutrals, O, N, and C, are photochemically produced

and also exhibit large solarcyclevariations. The C+
they are formed. The variationof the He+ peak pro- density solar activity variation is greatly amplified comduction is larger than that of other ions because the paredto that of the solarfluxesbecauseC+ is produced
variation of the solar fluxes at wavelengthsshortward of

from C, which is itself enhanced because it is formed

theionizationthreshold,
504.8]i, is largerthanthat of by photodissociationof CO, the densitiesof which also
longer-wavelengthsolar photons. Since the H densities exhibit large solar activity variations. The larger varidecreasewith solar activity, the production rate peak of ations of the atomic ion densities compared to those of
H+ is alsoanticorrelatedwith solaractivity. The pro- the molecular ions produce a compositionvariation, in

ductionpeak is alsofound higherin the atmosphere, which the ratio of atomic to molecular ions increases
as is typical for an ion formedfrom a light speciesin with solar activity. In fact, the increase in the densian atmospherein which the primary absorberis much ties of atomic ions and thus electron densitiesat higher
heavier.
altitudes leads to an inverse responseof the molecular
The variations of the peak ion densitieswith solar ac- ions on the topside,becausethey are destroyedat high
tivityaresummarized
in Table5. 02+ is themajorion altitudes by dissociativerecombination.
Since there are no daytime in situ data at low soover the range 120-190 km, and its peak densityvaries
by a factor of • 1.6, approximatelyas the squareroot lar activity, only radio occultationelectrondensityproof the solar flux. At altitudes lessthan 120 km, NO + files are available to compare to our low solar activity
dominates. In regions of high neutral densitiessuch model. Our predictedelectron-densitypeak variesfrom
as the lower thermosphere of Venus, ionization flows 2.9x 105to 4.7 x 105 cm-a, fromlowto highsolaractivfrom specieswhoseparent neutralshavehigh ionization ity, in goodagreementwith the PV ORO profiles.The
potentials to those that have low ionization potentials. highsolaractivity electrondensitypeakalsoagreeswell
Sincethe ionization potential of NO is the lowestof any with the O ETP measurements.The computed electron
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density peak is, however,at a higher altitude in the solar minimum model than in the solar maximum model,
in contrast to the measured profiles. This may indicate that the low solar activity VTS3 CO2densities are
inaccurate below ,-•160-170 km. Alternatively, it could
indicate an error in the adoptedT• profiles,whichbegin
to diverge from Tn near the ion peak.

reactionof N(4S) with CO2(reaction(R80)),
for which

the VTS30 mixing ratio is too large at high solar activity or that it is lower at high latitudes than at low

km and then continues to increase as the altitudes de-

variousupper limits have been measured. The computedtopsideN densityprofilesfit the VTS3 valuesonly

slightly
betterforvalues
of ks0near10-•6cmas-•, and

the N densityprofileexhibitsa factor of 3 solaractivity
variation at its peak. The N densitypeak is, however,
a factor of 3 larger and 20 km lower for an alternato be 10-•9 cmas-•.
In our modelsthe high solaractivity O+ profileex- tive modelin whichks0is assumed
hibits an F2 peak that appears as a visible shoulderin For either casethe NO density profile showslittle solar
the electron density profile. Such a peak is only occa- activity variation, althoughthe profileexhibitsa local
sionallyseenin the high solar activity radio occultation peak near 137'km in the alternativemodel. This conprofiles. The P V O RO measurementswere mostly, how- trasts with the profilefor the standardmodel,in which
ever, at higher latitudes. This may indicate either that the densityprofileshowsonly a smallshouldernear 137'

latitudes.

creases.

Atomic carbonis predictedto peak near 155 km, and

The model electrondensitiesin the 200-300 km range
are too high by ,-•60%. Our model also underestimates
the solar activity variation of the electrondensity at 300
km, where the low solar activity electron densities are
much larger in the model than the averageORO profile
shows. Both of these phenomenamay alsoindicate that
the model O densitiesor our assumedlow solar activity
ion and/or electrontemperaturesare too high. In addition, at high altitudes the ion densitieswill be reduced
by day-to-night transport, which is known to take place
and to producethe nightsideionosphere.This effectcan
be representedin a one-dimensionalmodel by putting
an upward flux boundary condition on the ions. Preliminary calculations,however,indicate that the magnitude of this effect is not sufficient to produce the reduction needed in the low solar activity model at 300 km.

a large variationof a factor of 5 is predictedfrom low
to high solaractivity. Becauseof revisionsin crosssec-

It is also possible that the direct interaction of the solar wind with the ionospherecannot be mimicked near
the ionopausein a one-dimensionalmodel that doesnot

the peak O(• D) densities
increaseby a factorof 3.7',
andthe integratedoverhead
intensityof the O(• D) -•

tions and rate coefficientsin the past few years, our

computedC densitiesare smallerthan previousmodels
have predicted. A comparisonof our model densities

to thoserequired
to reproduce
theC 1561-and1651-A
atomic carbonlimb profilesmeasuredby the PV OUVS

suggests
that the adopted
02 mixingratioof 1 x 10-3
is too large by a factor of--• 3, and the assumedrate
coefficient
for the chargetransferreactionof O+ to C

(reaction(R39)),
1x 10-•0cmas-•, isalsooverestimated
by a similarfactor. A detailedstudyof the PV OUVS C
emissionintensitiesand the OIMS C+ densitiesis probably warrantedbeforemoreprecisevaluesare deduced
for the 02 mixing ratio and for ks9.
From the solar minimum to the solar maximum model,

O(aP)redlineat 6a00/6a64
A is predicted
to be 1.1

incorporatemagneticfields[e.g.,Luhmannet al., 1987]. kR at low solar activity and 5.0 kR at high solar activ-

overhead
intensityof the O(• S) -•
In any case, both the measuredand model solar ac- ity. The integrated
tivity variations of the dayside electron density profile O(• D) 5577-•green
lineis48kRin thesolarminimum
exhibit a strong altitude dependence,even though the model and 129 kR in the solar maximum model; the
source of ionization is photoionization and photoelec- corresponding
intensities
of the O(•S) -• O(3P)2972tron impact ionization at all altitudes. The observed • line are 2.0 and 5.5 kR.
and measuredvariationsrange from a factor of 1.6 at
the peak to about a factor of 4 at 200 km, to factors
in the range 5-20 at 300 km. This same behavior is
observedon the nightsidebut has been interpretedas
evidencethat differentsourcesof ionizationoperateat
different altitudes. This conclusionis not justified unlessthe solaractivity responseof the underlyingneutral
atmosphere, of the neutral, ion and electron temperatures, and of the differencesin the identity and chemistry of the constituent ions at each altitude are taken
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